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CONCERNED ABOUT YOUR DRINKING?

Interested in alternatives to the treatments currently available?  

 Researchers are conducting a study to see if a medication promotes
recovery from problems with alcohol.  

Qualified participants will receive medication, study-related medical
care and will be compensated for their time.  

For information call 505-510-4351. 
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Email letters, including author’s name, mailing address and daytime phone number to letters@alibi.com.
Letters can also be mailed to 217 Sierra Dr. SE, Albuquerque, N.M., 87108 or faxed to (505) 346-0660.
Letters—including comments posted on alibi.com—may be published in any medium and edited for length

and clarity; owing to the volume of correspondence, we regrettably can’t respond to every letter.

C’est N’est Pas une Pistolet

Dear Editor,
I was appalled at the uncalled for, senseless,
shocking and utterly inappropriate
menacing display of a very real-appearing
large black pistol by an actor during his
performance of a poem at the April 1
SOMOS (Society of the Muse of the
Southwest) event in the Taos Arts Center. 

This actor ran about the audience waving
his “fake” firearm in audience members’
faces. There was no warning given. The
“fake” firearm display and audience-
menacing was all recorded on cell phone
video by an audience member. No one in
authority at this event had the presence of
mind to halt the performance and re-direct
this wayward “actor,” alas. Fortunately no
one was hurt physically, though there was
shock and distress among at least some
audience members. 

The SOMOS event curator and the
SOMOS executive director have since
stated to me that the pistol was a “prop” and
this display was unrehearsed and
unexpected, but they also state that the
actor who waved the “prop” firearm
intended it for theatrical effect “to illustrate
a poem about a sea captain high on drugs
who threatened his crew.” This seems an
odd choice of a poem subject in our current
gun-violence climate; but even given that
choice, why must a poem be “illustrated” so
literally in a crowded performance hall. If
the poem were about fire, would the actor
have set the building on fire to “illustrate”
his chosen text? I am puzzled by this
explanation. Even in the context of April
Fools’ Day, this was outrageous, insensitive
and unacceptable. It should never be
repeated at any public performance, in jest,
or otherwise. 

I myself have lost a most dear family
member to hostile gunfire, and I myself have
also in years past been personally menaced
by gun-wielding criminals. I see this as no
joke. I also have long experience hosting
and performing in poetry and theater events.
I am a dues-paying SOMOS member as well
as the curator and host of a Poetry and Prose
performance series in Angel Fire. I hosted
poetry performance series in Albuquerque
for many years including the long-running
Resolana series at South Broadway Cultural
Center. We never pointed guns at the
audience at these performances, even when
the recitations touched on gun related
subjects. This seems like stating the obvious,
but the following needs to be said,
nonetheless: Guns—even fake, “toy,” starter
or unloaded guns—and poetry performances
do not mix. Any discussion on this? For the
record, there are to be no guns displayed,
even in jest, at any literary events which I

curate and sponsor. Period. And I intend not
to attend any events where guns are flashed
about in a foolish manner, nor to support
any literary or theatrical organizations
which encourage or even permit such
dangerous and irresponsible public behavior.
I look forward, as a SOMOS member, to
some public statement on this matter from
the Board of Society of the Muse of the
Southwest of Taos.

Bill Nevens,
Albuquerque

Only Ballots Can Stop
Bullets

Dear Alibi readers,
(A poem inspired by the March For Our
Lives Movement)

Arming teachers? Giving schools drones? 
Measures so dubious, amendments
overblown!
Individual “freedoms” preserved even if
wrong.
Toddlers, teenagers, teachers. Their lives
forever gone…!

Newspapers plastered with dead students’
pictures.
Corrupt politicians keep quoting Holy
Scriptures 
People in power, supposedly the “winners”
NRA owns them, they are all hypocrite
sinners.

Millions and millions of guns in circulation
Any small conflict escalates to
confrontation
Small little “fires” turn to conflagrations
Firepower evil. Impossible situations.

More guns in the community,
An increase in homicides.
Pimps, guns, drugs, and more robberies
Who can stop these deadly crimes?

Schools so cold in winter.
Teachers should be packing heat?
There is no money for art programs
Yet more problems come via “tweets”..

“Never again” chanted all Washington
“Enough is Enough” we all could hear
“Let’s end gun violence” said McCartney
“My best friend was killed ‘round here”

“You can’t fix stupid,” they were saying
“You will need to vote it out!”
Only ballots can stop bullets
We will win without a doubt.

Federico Beckman,
Teacher

East San Jose Elementary School  a
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Dateline: Spain
A man who was raised by wolves says life

among humans has been disappointing. El

País reports 72-year-old Marcos Rodríguez

Pantoja—who was called the “Mowgli of

Spain” when he was discovered living

among animals in the Sierra Morena

mountain range in 1965—now lives in a

small home in the village of Rante. The

house is reportedly not well insulated, and

the last winter was particularly harsh for

Rodríguez. In response, environmental

group Amig@s das Arbores began raising

money to insulate his house. While speaking

with reporters, he allegedly claimed his last

fond memories were of his childhood among

the wolves. He also said he was less affected

by the cold when he lived on the mountain

because he’d developed thick calluses on his

feet that protected him. Rodríguez is one of

the only documented cases of a human child

being raised by animals. At age 19, Spanish

authorities reportedly discovered the

teenager living in a cave with a family of

wolves. According to Rodríguez, at the age

of 6 or 7, his father sold him to a farmer who

took him into the mountains to assist a

goatherd. Soon after, the goatherd died,

leaving the young boy alone in the

wilderness to fend for himself. Rodríguez

claims he was accepted by a mother wolf

when she found him playing with her cubs.

He says he learned what foods were safe to

eat by watching what the wolves ate.

Manila, who has written a book based on

Rodríguez, says he spoke with witnesses—

including the authorities who found him

and the nuns who raised him after his return

to society—whose stories aligned with

Rodríguez’ accounts. Last month, Rodríguez

admitted to reporters that living with

human beings for the last 50 years has often

been a disappointment for him. He said he

tried to return to the mountain but that, “it

is not what it used to be.”

Dateline: South Korea
A group of leading researchers into artificial

intelligence threatened to boycott a South

Korean university because of its partnership

with weapons manufacturer and their fears

that it would develop “autonomous lethal

weapons”—killer robots. According to the

BBC, over 50 leading AI researchers signed

a letter calling for a boycott of the Korea

Advanced Institute of Science and

Technology (KAIST) in Daejeon. The

boycott was organized by Toby Walsh, a

computer scientist at the University of New

South Wales in Sydney, Australia, who says

the KAIST’s newly opened Research Center

for the Convergence of National Defense

and Artificial Intelligence could be used to

develop autonomous weapons. According to

Walsh, these possible weapons could take

the form of unmanned drones, cruise

missiles, autonomous sentry guns or even

battlefield robots. In response, KAIST

president Shin Sung-chul told ScienceInsider

that the university “does not have any

intention to engage in development of

lethal autonomous weapons systems and

killer robots.” He went on to say that they

were “significantly aware” of the ethical

concerns over AI’s military applications and

that the research will actually be used to

build efficient logistical systems, unmanned

navigation and aviation training systems.

Dateline: Canada
A hotel guest banned for 17 years is

welcomed back after he explains how he

accidentally knocked out the hotel’s

electricity and caused an entire flock of

seagulls to defecate inside his room. Last

month, Nick Burchill posted an open letter

on Facebook addressed to the Fairmont

Empress, a Canadian hotel, requesting that

the ban placed against him be lifted. The

letter details an odd sequence of events that

Burchill claims occurred in 2001 and led to

the ban. According to his story, Burchill was

transporting a suitcase filled with a variety

of Brothers’ brand pepperoni and was

concerned about its temperature. The room

did not have a refrigerator, but the

temperature outside was cool and, Burchill

wrote, he decided to lay the sausage out and

leave the window open. He then went for a

walk “for about 4 or 5 hours.” On his return,

he found an entire flock of seagulls had

entered his room through the open window.

His entrance startled the birds, who

attempted to escape and ended up damaging

much of the room in the process. “The result

was a tornado of seagull excrement, feathers,

pepperoni chunks and fairly large birds,” he

wrote. During the scuffle, he allegedly threw

a shoe out the window while attempting to

strike one of the birds. The shoe was soiled,

and while attempting to dry it with a hair

dryer, Burchill claims he was called away by

the telephone ringing. According to his

story, the dryer, which he’d left running, fell

into the full sink and caused a short,

knocking out a portion of the hotel’s

electricity. “I have matured and I admit

responsibility for my actions,” Burchill wrote

near the end of his apology letter. Last week

the Fairmont Empress tweeted a response to

the letter, welcoming him back as a

customer and letting him know that the

hotel’s rooms have been outfitted with

refrigerators “to keep his pepperoni cool.” a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news

to josh@alibi.com.

Big savings on  
Focal speakers at ListenUp

FOCAL CHORUS 706 BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS  

SAVE $200 $549/pr.
FOCAL CHORUS 716 TOWER SPEAKERS   

SAVE $600 $999/pr.

For a limited time, save 30% on Focal’s  

most affordable speaker series. 

Engineered and manufactured in France, 

the  Chorus 700 Series features much 

of the technology and sonic signature 

found in Focal’s more expensive models. 

Available in black and walnut finishes.

www.listenup.com

ALBUQUERQUE  6916 Montgomery Blvd. NE 87109 | 296-6978 
Locations also in Denver, Boulder and Colorado Springs

Monday – Saturday 9:30 to 6:00
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Teacher Raises Cause Confusion

School districts across the state are struggling
to interpret legislation that increases
teachers’ salaries.

Earlier this year, Gov. Susana Martinez
signed the state budget, which included a
minimum starting salary for new teachers of
$36,000 per year—up from the current
$34,000 per year—and a 2.5 percent pay
increase for all teachers. The new rates will go
into effect starting in the fall.

But school officials have been debating
how to interpret the new standards. Chief
Financial Officer for Albuquerque Public
Schools Tami Coleman told the Albuquerque
Journal last week that there are two ways the
law can be understood: All teachers with a
salary below the $36,000 mark will have their
salaries raised to that point, after which the
2.5 percent raise will be calculated; or all
teachers will receive the 2.5 percent raise, and
then any who haven’t reached the $36,000
mark will have their salaries raised. According
to early estimates, the first option would cost
APS in excess of an extra $3 million.

State Sen. Mimi Stewart, who sponsored
the bill causing confusion, told reporters the
intent of the bill was to bring the salaries up to
the $36,000 per year mark first, and then add
the 2.5 percent raise afterward. Stewart
blamed the confusion happening at the district
level on the Public Education Department’s
failure to give proper direction.

In a statement, PED said its “message to
the field has been consistent,” but has made
plans to give additional guidance to any
districts that require it. 

State Rep. Accused of Hiding

Contracts

A state congressional candidate allegedly
failed to disclose large real estate contracts
with state agencies over the last five years,
possibly violating state law.

According to the Associated Press, Herrell
Properties—allegedly listed as being owned
by Rep. Yvette Herrell, R-Alamogordo—has
made around $440,000 since 2013 by
renting property to the New Mexico Taxation
and Revenue Department and New Mexico
Environment Department. Herell failed to note
the contracts on ethics disclosure statements,
despite legal requirements to annually report
all “goods and services in excess of $5,000”
gathered from state agencies to the secretary
of state’s office. A spokesperson for the
secretary of state’s office reportedly claimed
that officials were unaware of the contracts. 

Herell publicly denied the claims, saying
she was only a partner in the company and did
not personally receive the funds. Herell is
seeking the Republican nomination for a US
Congressional seat.

By law, if it’s determined that Herell
“knowingly and willfully” violated the state’s
financial disclosure act, she could face a
$1,000 fine or a year in jail. The secretary of
state’s office might also require her to meet
with an independent arbitrator and pay fines
of up to $5,000. It is unclear if Herell is
currently under investigation by the state’s
Attorney General’s office.  a

NEWS CITY BYJOSHUA LEENEWS | Op-Ed

With A Gun
How non-normative behavior still shapes America

BY WINSTON SPENCER

A
t the beginning of the film No Country For
Old Men, the sheriff marvels that many of the
old-time lawmen didn’t wear a pistol; what he

doesn’t mention is that for more than a century, it
was illegal for any civilian to do so anywhere in
Texas. Yes, Texas. From 1871 until 1995, people
were prohibited from openly carrying pistols in
public or concealing them on their persons. Texas
was special in its statewide pistol ban but hardly
unique in the Old West. Many cities such as
Tucson demanded that guns be turned in to the
local constabulary when entering town. 
The famous shoot-out at the OK Corral was

initiated when the Clantons refused to check
their guns. Marshals like Wyatt Earp were paid by
the proprietors of brothels, saloons and faro
houses that specialized in separating young
cowboys from a year’s pay in a matter of minutes.
Drunken outraged men shooting up the town was
bad for business.
“Six-gun” revolvers were perfected so that

cavalry men could hold the gun in one hand
while they rode, but they were surprisingly rare in
the Old West. Working men could usually only
afford only one gun, and pistols couldn’t also be
used for hunting due to their range and accuracy.
There was a brisk trade in cheap pocket guns in
the East however, such as the infamous Saturday
Night Special, but gradually, they were left at
home as policing improved.
It didn’t hurt that you could be marked as a

criminal by police if discovered with a pistol
during the course of some other infraction. Many
people kept them at home or in their cars but as
the 20th century advanced, they didn’t carry
them around on their person, both because it was
illegal and considered anti-social; pistols were for
troublemakers.
Pistols have always accounted for the most

deaths and gun crimes. Before semi-automatic
pistols and rifles, revolvers were the “rapid-fire”
weapon of choice: easy to conceal and capable of
quickly firing multiple shots. Revolvers were six-
shot for a good reason: the short barrel makes
pistols inaccurate in combat situations, so the
number of shots possible is increased as much as
engineering allows. Even now the US Army
estimates only a 50/50 chance of hitting a target
at 25 feet with a pistol in combat.
As with the AR-15, the lethality of pistols was

greatly increased with the availability of military
style semi-automatic function and the remarkable
number of rounds that can be loaded in
interchangeable magazines. A PC-designed-and-
manufactured Glock 9mm holds 14 rounds—15,
if you keep one in the chamber and as many as 21
with an extended magazine like the one used on
US Representative Gabby Giffords in Tucson. 
At the Virginia Tech shooting, 10 to 14 round

magazines in 2 pistols were more than enough to
kill 32 people and wound 17. A single magazine
was enough to murder nine grandparents at
church in Charleston, S.C.

Accurately, semi-automatic pistols are referred
to as “automatics” since they automatically reload
after each trigger pull. Plenty of military-style
pistols became available in the ’80s with the
increased lethality of multiple quick-change
magazines accompanying their upsurge in
popularity. They sold in the millions, replacing
stodgy revolvers.
It’s clear that the expectation of people who

conceal-carry a semi-automatic pistol is victory in
combat at close range, pumping out multiple
shots in half-second intervals to ensure a hit. The
latest black man shot by police, Stephon Clark,
had 20 rounds fired at him, hitting him 8 times in
the back. In 2012, 2 policemen engaged a shooter
at the Empire State Building, hitting 9 bystanders
as well as the assailant with 16 shots.
Further, one reaction to the social upheaval of

the ’60s was the co-opting of the sportsman-
oriented NRA by reactionaries who were
convinced the Gun Control Act of 1968 would
lead to the eventual outlawing of firearms—right
when they needed personal protection, as
demonstrated by the civil rights riots of that
summer. 
Many white people no longer trusted

government to protect them and such fears were
manipulated by security salesmen, most notably,
Richard Nixon, and later, the reoriented NRA,
which became the de facto gun sales lobby. In
articles and advertisements, the NRA propagated
the “self-protection” model of gun ownership,
promoting the carrying of handguns and urging
the passage of concealed-carry laws—even where
it involved licensing, something that was usually
on their slippery-slope-to-socialism list.
Why do some people feel so threatened that

they carry a pistol concealed on their person?
Through a cursory review of the most

complicated subject imaginable, psychology
reveals that normal behavior is what most people
currently do; individual mental health is
measured against an average. The Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) was
one of the first instruments for measuring
normative behavior; testers were compared to the
average score of hundreds of Minnesota students.
This method of qualifying normal behavior

proved so accurate the Air Force used it to decide
who should have control of nuclear weapons, Dr.
Strangelove notwithstanding. A handful of
personality categories are considered; anxiety,
depression and, most importantly, paranoia,
among them. Each person scores somewhere
along a gradient in each characteristic, considered
extreme only if it greatly deviates from the
average.
It doesn’t take Sigmund Freud to see that if

78% of the population doesn’t keep guns at home
for protection, then those who do deviate from
the norm. In this case, science says you’re more
paranoid and anxious than the average person.
Carrying around a hidden gun is undeniably more
paranoid yet—far out from the mean, though
you’re probably one of the 3% of Americans that
own half of all guns in the US.
Finally, we have to ask: Are self-appointed but

demonstrably anxious and paranoid people
packing auto-loading, military-grade pistols as a
workable solution to safety? In our gun-filled past,
Wyatt Earp didn’t think pistols should be part of
civilized society; in our gun-overrun present, we
should not pretend otherwise. a

Winston Spencer is a graduate of the University of New
Mexico and served as a First Lieutenant in the US

Army. The opinions expressed here are solely those of
the author. 
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And Without a Gun
Violence continues to plague Burque

BY AUGUST MARCH

L
ike the flies a-coming after Orestes, the

violence in our town these days seems like

pay back for all the years we spent telling

ourselves that the progressive values that had

sprouted in suburbia and hipsterdom during the

aughts had taken hold of this entire country.

In fact, in parts of the nation that had

already begun to deteriorate—the rustbelt,

former manufacturing centers, the rural

center—violence had long been a common,

though ultimately self-defeating cultural

thread.

The underlying poverty, lack of educational

and economic opportunities and crushing

deterioration of the urban infrastructure have

destroyed families, institutions, have nourished

bad thought and egregious behavior—this has

been going on for years. In the ’90s and ’00s,

urban dwellers laughed about the dark thing’s

approach.

But this amalgamation of frustration, when

combined with an “I-don’t-give-a-fuck”

attitude about fellow humans—whose intensity

is inevitably a function of capitalism—seems to

have crept into the wider world of late; some

would say it’s a consequence of demonstrable

violations of the social contract and

democratic ideals by the leadership chosen in

the last US presidential election.

Case in point: Last weekend, a man was

stabbed to death in an Albertsons supermarket

on Isleta Boulevard. He died Aztec-style, yo,

with one deadly blow directly to the heart. But

any heroic status he gained in his flight from

this world to Mictlan should be measured

against the horror and shame of such a crime.

I recall telling a reporter a mere three years

ago—when I began my tenure at this news

desk—that we shouldn’t cover crime, especially

violent crime because that’s what the teevee

did with such salacious presentation that

outlets like us wouldn’t stand a chance against

their bloody coverage.

But things have changed. The poles haven’t

literally shifted but this spring seems the odd

middle part of a potentially overwhelming year

of events that skew toward the edge. If you

don’t know what I mean, open your browser

window to cnn.com and read through the top

stories out loud.

In order to better understand all of these

unsettled and unsettling circumstances, I met

with local blogger, former colleague (at Rio

Grande High School and Duke City Fix) and

long-time Burque arts community mystic

chieftain, Jeff Hartzer.

By some unforeseen happenstance, Hartzer

was on hand moments after the stabbing I told

about, exiting the supermarket after buying

soda for his wife’s dance company. That

experience and related subjects are what we

talked about at the Frontier Restaurant on

Tuesday morning.

Weekly Alibi: Jeff, what did you see?

Jeff Hartzer: We were having an event down at
the AirDance ArtSpace and we ran out of
refreshments. So I went three blocks down the
road to Isleta, to the Albertsons grocery store. I
got the refreshments and went out to the car.
As I did so, I noticed two Bernalillo County
Sheriff’s deputies entering the building with a
big bag. I’ve been trained by the Community
Emergency Response Team and know first aid.

I decided to follow behind them, to see if

they needed any help. Right in the middle of

the store was a body. And lots of blood. A man

who had just been stabbed moments before was

deceased and some one else was running out

the door. I suppose I did not see him. But a

woman was giving the victim mouth-to-mouth

and another [one] was pushing down on the

man’s chest, he was losing a lot of blood. They

tried to tend to the man.

Did you see any indication of an altercation

or fight preceding the violence?

It was like a car wreck, like a horrible tornado.
There was an enormous amount of blood, a
pool about 10 feet across, worse than anything
you’d see in the movies, frankly. There was a
man’s body, work going on, but not much else.

Reports in the media point to a minor

altercation between two customers that

occurred prior to the stabbing. Could the

outcome have been prevented if a

bystander had been armed and

intervened? Could a good guy with a gun

have stopped this murder from

happening?

I’m sure that’s a question the Albertsons
administration is going to have to deal with,
whether an armed security guard at the front
door could have prevented this or whether an
armed shopper could have prevented it. I do
not think so. The police are trained to
approach a knife very carefully—remember
that when confronted with a homeless dude
armed with small knives, APD used lethal
force. A knife can be used in seven seconds.
Studies show that it takes 23 seconds for a gun
to go from holster to trigger-pull. Anyway,
ironically one of the people involved, the
younger man, the alleged stabber, came in to
Albertson’s looking for supplies for a matanza

(matanza literally means killing party in
Spanish).

Is this sort of

violence in the

South Valley, in

Albuquerque for

that matter,

growing, steady but

typical or

anomalous?

I’ve lived in
Albuquerque since
1985 and there’s a
myth, expressed as a
pop culture joke about
how all the sewage
flows south in this
town and that
everything in the
Heights is better than
what’s in the valley. I
don’t think this is a
valley problem. This
could have happened
anywhere. I also own a home in the South
Broadway neighborhood and we get asked the
same sort of question whenever something
[bad] happens there. Frankly, there’s been
more violent crime recently in the Heights.

The fact it happened on a very quiet

Saturday afternoon in the middle of a beautiful

Albertsons—it’s one of the best supermarkets

in town—is particularly horrendous. A knife

stabbing is one single move from the attacker

to the victim’s body. This act was done in a

split second with one physical motion. The

alleged murderer took a knife and hit the other

directly in the heart. He bled out; when I saw

him he was totally unconscious, barely

breathing. He died shortly thereafter. He died

before Albuquerque Ambulance of BernCo

Fire Department arrived.

What’s driving this violence? Is it out of

control in Albuquerque?

I think it’s out of control in this country. The
whole of the United States seems to be out of
control. And we are not even into summer
2018. We have not even begun the yearly
Black Lives Matter protests, the inevitable
protests against our president are yet to come.
People have less money. They are not feeling
good about themselves. Global warming and
extreme weather are causing extreme
pessimism, feelings of uncertainty and anxiety.

One thing I really notice about the United

States, not just Albuquerque, is the lack of

impulse control. There’s no impulse control

among citizens now, little respect for one

another. There is no discussion, no

circumspection, there is just the immediate

stabbing to the heart. I blame a lot of those

lapses in behavior on the current presidential

administration.

What’s the role of the police in all of this?

I’m in an unique position to think about my

contention. In 2008, I graduated from the

Albuquerque Police Department’s Citizen

Academy. At that time, we had a different

mayor, different chief of police and the

department was going through a number of

changes. But one thing remains clear. We need

police officers in this town who are committed

to making things better. On paper that’s an

easy fix, but only 12 people signed up for the

exam for the latest police academy. Seventy-

one APD officers serve in the National Guard.

If they are deployed to the border, then

Albuquerque will definitely suffer. There is no

respect anymore for the police, or for school

teachers for that matter. We still want to be

taken care of, but we don’t want taxes to

enable that process. All of that has to do 

with Trump.

What’s his overarching place in all of this

chaos? What is the way back to an ordered

and civilized society?

Things are bad today and they could get worse.

The problem with an unstable, vile, ridiculous,

embarrassing president—that allegedly has

relations with prostitutes and porn stars—is

that such leads to a dissembling of everything

below it. The president of the United States

calls all journalists, except his bullpen from

Fox, purveyors of fake news. He decides to get

rid of DACA, has a downright racist attitude

toward his predecessor, he seeks to destroy

until there is nothing left, in my opinion. The

people see that and I am certain some of them

are thinking, “if he doesn’t care about this,

why should I?” I think this president has

unleashed all the inner darkness of America.

Random stabbings will inevitably follow. a

Jeff Hartzer AUGUST MARCH
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LAY DOWN YOUR JACKSON AND YOU WILL SEE

Punk rock surfaced in the late ’70s after fermenting for a few halcyon years on opposite sides of the Atlantic
Ocean while bands like 38 Special and ELO did their best to destroy the overarching genre known as rocanrol.
Thanks to early adherents, like Television and the Damned, a radical re-interpretation of rock music did indeed
provide a mechanism of salvation  or escape—depending on your point of view—for a long-running musical
format. In microcosm, Burque saw a similar evolution, as overwrought outfits like the Soxx and The Planets were
replaced with the likes of Jerry’s Kidz and Cracks in the Sidewalk. Listeners can take in the huge scope of today’s
punk sound by visiting the Launchpad on Thursday, April 12 for a concert by formidable Los Angelenos The
Bronx and No Parents. They’re headlining a fine gig that also features Albuquerque’s truest punks evah, Russian
Girlfriends. So shine up your Docs, dig your own DIY countenance and join the rest of those who know who the
heck D. Boon really was by attending this damn fine show; a Jackson gets you in, and the action starts at 8pm.
This is a 21+ event. LAUNCHPAD 618 CENTRAL AVE SW, 8PM alibi.com/v/5m1j. (August March) a

THE MYSTERIOUS VIBES

The vibraphone has a special place in the annals of
jazz music-making. Possessed of a haunting tremolo
and a smooth, electric attack, the instrument seems
particularly suited to the aforementioned American
musical form. Folks unfamiliar with the sweet shock
of this instrument would do well to check out the
Ricky Malichi Trio with special guest vibraphonist
Chuck Redd, when they perform at the Outpost
Performance Space on Thursday, April 12 at 7:30pm.
The trio features guitarist Curt Warren and bassist
Erik Unsworth while Malichi handles the sticks. In
combination with Redd—who toured with Mel Tormé’s
All-Star Jazz Quintet and was also an artist in
residence at the Smithsonian—this oughta be one
hot, pleasantly vibratory gig. Tickets range in price
from $20 to $25 and all ages are welcome to edify
themselves with an unforgettable, long-lasting jazz
trance. OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE 210 YALE BLVD SE,
7:30PM alibi.com/v/5m1i. (August March) a

THREADS THROUGH THE PAST

Bringing together the Navajo’s history and future, artist and veteran Nathan Nez expresses his unique vision of
Diné culture through a myriad of mediums and substrates to create a new narrative of being Native in today’s
landscape. This Friday, April 13, OT Circus Gallery invites you to join in a one night only pop up solo show:
“Ancient Diné Abstraction.” Art-lovers of all ages are welcome to experience Nez’ singular vision—defined by his
contemporary street art background and informed by his time at UNM—for free from 5 to 9pm. OT CIRCUS GALLERY
709 CENTRAL AVE NW, 5 TO 9PM alibi.com/v/5mjl. (Joshua Lee) a

HISTORY, BUT COOLER

Are you tired of reading about the birth of the nation? Are those audio books not interactive enough for you?
Well, on Saturday, April 14 at 2pm you can attend the interactive history lesson Hamilton: Changing the Way
We Learn History at the National Hispanic Cultural Center. Enjoy this free event and watch as teachers and
teens use spoken word poetry, hip-hop and other forms of verbal artistry to recreate Ron Chernow’s best-seller
biography of Alexander Hamilton. Learn in an engaging and inventive way about our nation’s past and discover
why folks of all ages, races, religions and genders identify with and covet this musical. NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL
CENTER 1701 FOURTH STREET SW, 2PM alibi.com/v/5mgv. (Zabrina Chavez) a

RAIN DANCE IN THE DESERT

The idea of performing a dance to bring rainfall is
certainly nothing new, but doing it on a national scale
is. On Saturday, April 14, dancers from Keshet Dance
Company are performing as part of the National Water
Dance 2018, an event intended to bring attention to
the water crisis in New Mexico and in other arid places
across the globe. This event at Mill Pond Refuge is free
and open to the public. It begins at 2pm and is also
live-streamed—if watching the stream, visit keshetarts.org
to find out more. MILL POND REFUGE 1751 BELLAMAH AVE NW, 2
TO 2:30PM alibi.com/v/5mzd. (Robin Babb) a

QUIT FIDDLIN’ WITH MY HEART

Upon hearing about the Hot Club of Cowtown making an appearance in Burque, we knew the readers needed
to hear about the most melodic, smooth and enchanting fiddle-playing this side of the Mississippi. Hailing from
Austin, Texas, this trio will melt your heart with majestic sounds located “at the crossroads where country meets
jazz and chases the blues away” (The Independent). In honor of the 20th anniversary of the release of their first
album, Elana James (fiddle and vocals), Whit Smith (guitar and vocals) and Jake Erwin (bass and vocals) have
embarked on a tour to include local spot, The Cooperage on Monday, April 16 beginning at 7:30pm. Tickets
range from $22 to $27 and are only available to a 21+ audience. Fall in love with a band that will be forever
reminiscent of happiness, polka dots, moonbeams and partner dancing. THE COOPERAGE 7220 LOMAS BLVD NE, 7:30PM
alibi.com/v/5mam. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

THURSDAY APRIL 12 SATURDAY APRIL 14

COURTESY OF ARTIST

FRIDAY APRIL 13

COURTESY OF INSTAGRAM

MONDAY APRIL 16

PHOTO VIA FACEBOOK BY VALERIE FREMIN 
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THURSDAY APRIL 12
FASHION SHOW PRESENTED BY ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS NATIVE LEADERSHIP COUNCIL Local designers bring
fashion designs geared towards youth for the eleventh annual
show. UNM Continuing Education Building (1634 University Blvd
NE). 6-8pm. alibi.com/v/5n1x.

LADIES’ NIGHT OUT Unlimited mocktails, food, fashion show, a
silent auction and incredible door prizes, with a portion of proceeds
supporting Animal Humane of New Mexico. Noah’s Event Venue
(4591 Vista Fuente Rd NW). $24-$40. 5pm. 358-0299.
alibi.com/v/5m1h.

VISIT ALBUQUERQUE QUARTERLY MEETING Celebrate the success
of the tourism industry and the vital role it plays as an economic
engine for the city over lunch. Reservations required. Albuquerque
Convention Center (401 Second Street NW). $40-$300.
11:30am-1:30pm. 222-4307. alibi.com/v/5lub.

LEARN
INFORMATION SESSION WITH SEATTLE FILM INSTITUTE Learn
about the nuances of studying film with options at multiple
campuses. Santa Fe Community College (6401 Richards Ave,
Santa Fe). 6-8pm. 428-1738. alibi.com/v/5mrh.

WOODWORKING BASICS: HOW TO FOUR-SQUARE A BOARD Learn
to four-square a board using a chop saw, table saw, jointer and
planer. Materials provided in class cost. Dovetail Community
Workshop (6102 Jefferson St NE). $65. 6-9pm. 18+. 926-1693.
alibi.com/v/5mvv.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
ISOTOPES VS. LAS VEGAS Come out for family fun and see the
Isotopes take on the Las Vegas 51s. Isotopes Park (1601 Avenida
Cesar Chavez SE). 12:05-2:05pm. 924-2255. alibi.com/v/5lki.

FRIDAY APRIL 13
FESTIVAL KICKOFF Enjoy artist talks, music from Baracutanga in
the planetarium, refreshments and a cash bar. New Mexico Museum
of Natural History and Science (1801 Mountain Rd NW). $29.
3pm. ALL-AGES! 323-4343. alibi.com/v/5mtp.

JAZZ NIGHT Take a stroll down memory lane with Big Band music.
Dance and enjoy refreshments. North Domingo Baca
Multigenerational Center (7521 Carmel Ave NE). 6-8pm. 764-6475.
alibi.com/v/5mcd.

OH, HONEY: IT’S A POLLINATOR PARTY Mix it up at the annual
Nature Connects Floral Show in the High Desert Rose Garden and
then two-step into the twilight with the Tylor Brandon Band at this
spring fling. ABQ BioPark Botanic Garden (2601 Central Ave NW).
$50. 6pm. 21+. 848-7123. alibi.com/v/5l9b.

LEARN
ANIMAL MYTHS DISCOVERY DAY Separate fact from fiction on
some of the top animal myths. ABQ BioPark Zoo (903 10th Street
SW). 10am-2pm. 764-6214. alibi.com/v/5mce.

JOURNALISTS MARIA HINOJOSA AND SIMON ROMERO IN
CONVERSATION Influential journalists explore issues of immigration
along the US-Mexico border. KiMo Theatre (423 Central Ave NW).
$12. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 768-3522. alibi.com/v/5lkn.

SATURDAY APRIL 14
COURT APPOINTED SPECIAL ADVOCATES PARTNERS FOR N.M.
KIDS FUNDRAISER Help raise money for the youth currently in
foster care in Sandoval County with a silent auction, raffle, games,
food and more. Freight House Kitchen + Tap (200 S Camino Del
Pueblo, Bernalillo). $25. 1-4pm. ALL-AGES! 720-7030.
alibi.com/v/5moc.

MEET THE GREYHOUNDSA meet-and-greet event with adoptable
Greyhounds and ambassadogs from Greyhound Adoption League
of Texas, Inc. Boofy’s Best for Pets (8201 Golf Course Rd. NW).
11am-1pm. 890-0757. alibi.com/v/5mwy.

OUTDOORS ON TAPAn evening of stories, films and delicious craft
beer plus a guest speaker shares their passion for the outdoors,
a local destination or a recent inspiring adventure. Tractor Brewing
Wells Park (1800 Fourth Street NW). 7pm. 21+. 243-6752.
alibi.com/v/5l9g.

SHAKEN, NOT STIRREDA memorable evening of premium cocktails,
food, music, dancing, interactive activities and the museum’s latest
exhibition, not to mention a raffle for a trip for two to Rome.
Albuquerque Museum of Art and History (2000 Mountain Rd NW).
$65. 7-11pm. 21+. 842-0111. alibi.com/v/5mfg.

LEARN
DOWNTOWN WALKING TOUR Learn about the diverse settlers and

their contributions to local history. Century 14 Downtown (100
Central Ave SW). 10am-noon. ALL-AGES! 289-0589.
alibi.com/v/5h1o.

OSUNA UNIVERSITY: NEW MEXICO FLOWER BEDS Russell Mouser
and Laurie Anderson discuss native annuals and perennials to
include in flower beds. Osuna Nursery (501 Osuna Rd NE).
11am-noon. 345-6644. alibi.com/v/5mrd.

WILDLIFE RESCUE TRAINING Attend the training course to help
the more than 2,000 animals brought to the rescue each year.
Wildlife Rescue Center (2901 Candelaria Rd NW). $25. 9am-2pm.
13+. 344-2500. alibi.com/v/5n16.

SPORTS/OUTDOOR
INDIAN SCHOOL VOLUNTEER DAY Join the annual volunteer clean-
up and trail maintenance of Indian School/Embudo Trailhead in
the foothills. Embudo Trailhead (Indian School NE). 8:30-10:30am.
alibi.com/v/5luh.

EMBODIED CREATIVITY AND IMPROVISATION Give form to inner
creativity through dance and music improvisation as well as medi-
tation and mindfulness practices. Maple Street Dance Space
(3215 Central Ave NE). $10-$12. 4:15-5:45pm. 13+. 350-6971.
alibi.com/v/55cx.

RISE OF THE PHOENIX INTERNATIONAL FITNESS AND MODEL
SHOW Hear inspiring true stories of change and motivation with
entertainment by world-class dancers and models. Hyatt Regency
Downtown (330 Tijeras Ave NW). $35-$75. 7-11pm. ALL-AGES!
872-3408. alibi.com/v/5mnd.

SUNDAY APRIL 15
SPRING FAMILY FUN DAYSWeekly crafts, outdoor activities and
experiments deepen your discovery of the world. Learn about
weather in April, and make an anemometer to take home. Bachechi
Open Space (9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW). Noon-5pm. ALL-AGES!
314-0398. alibi.com/v/5l8r.

KIDS
MUSIC AND MOVEMENT Kids learn fundamentals of music and
dance through integrative methods of teaching movement and
sound together. Maple Street Dance Space (3215 Central Ave
NE). $10. 12:45-1:45pm. 350-6971. alibi.com/v/55bi.

LEARN
WONDER OF LEARNING Learn various ways to be more hands-
on teaching children at home with various activites for inspiration.
Bachechi Open Space (9521 Rio Grande Blvd NW). 1-3pm.
ALL-AGES! 314-0398. alibi.com/v/5mh3.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
YOGA WITH A VIEW Begin Sunday with an invigorating yoga session.
Class fees include a donation to the Open Space Alliance.
Albuquerque Open Space Visitor Center (6500 Coors Blvd NW).
$5-$15. 9:05am. 897-8831. alibi.com/v/5m3q.

MONDAY APRIL 16
SUPER TRACTOR GAMERS NIGHT Video game tournament with
equipment and bracket provided. Tractor Brewing Wells Park (1800
Fourth Street NW). 5-8pm. 21+. 243-6752. alibi.com/v/5l0r.

TUESDAY APRIL 17
SOUTHWEST MODEL RAILROAD CLUB SPRING TRAIN SHOW
AND SWAP MEET Model trains run on a 20’ X 32’ layout in the
historic Harvey House Museum. Belen Harvey House Museum
(104 N. 1st Street, Belen). Noon. ALL-AGES! 379-7243.
alibi.com/v/5kmd.

LEARN
DEEP DIVE CODING INFORMATION SESSION Prepare to become
a well-rounded web developer and make websites and apps.
Registration required. Cesar Chavez Community Center (7505
Kathryn Ave SE). 5:30-7pm. 18+. 224-5275. alibi.com/v/5m8n.

KINKY AND CURIOUS: NAVIGATING PLAY AND THE BDSM
LIFESTYLE Explore what is expected of a new person entering the
scene, all the need-to-know information, motivations behind play,
safety and more. Self Serve (3904 Central Ave SE). $20. 7:30-9pm.
18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/5m7m.

CHAIR YOGA Accessible and gentle yoga for absolutely everyone.
Yoga Art Space (8338 Comanche Rd NE). $15. 4pm. ALL-AGES!
310-7457. alibi.com/v/5ih4.

WEDNESDAY APRIL 18
KIDS
STORIES IN THE SKY: BEES AND HONEY Stories, songs, movement
and crafts for ages up to 6 years old. Anderson-Abruzzo Albuquerque
International Balloon Museum (9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE).
9:30am-noon. 768-6020. alibi.com/v/5mx0.

LEARN
HONEYBEES AND HEALTH Learn about honeybees and how they
can help boost health. Vessel Health (10601 Fourth Street NW).
5:30-7pm. 18+. 828-3000. alibi.com/v/5mg7.

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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Beyond Ink and Whiskey
Leslie Jamison’s newest work is full

of feeling and analysis that leads the

way to truth

In Leslie Jamison’s tome, The Recovering:
Intoxication and Its Aftermath, the author traces
two threads, merging them at well-chosen points
to underline a few revelations about desire,
acceptance, addiction and what it leaves in its
wake. Here Jamison is historian, critic and
memoirist, unflinchingly writing her own history of
self destruction while simultaneously investigating
a broader history of drugs and alcohol as tonic that
spurns creativity. Jamison’s clean and insightful
prose makes “poet,” seem just as apt a designation
for this expansive work. 

From her first experiences drinking, to her last,
it is memoir that grounds The Recovering, and also
what makes it compelling, underlining the themes
that emerge in the stories of all the other writers
and artists that orbit Jamison’s own narrative in
the massive work of more than 500 pages. Those
stories include those of David Foster Wallace, Billy
Holiday, Jean Rhys, Amy Winehouse and others—
each illumining something of the confounding
experience of longing and addiction, the nature of
art and the vital experience of story.

Jamison—whose trajectory is almost
annoyingly topflight for a writer—bounces
between Harvard and the University of Iowa, with
some dark tenures in Nicaragua and Milan.
Relationships are unpacked but the heart of the
work is the grip of alcohol, its reputation as the
literary choice of romantic self-destruction.
Jamison quotes theorist Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick
on addiction—it’s not so much the substance itself
so much as “the surplus of mystical properties”
that people assign to it. The literary world’s stale,
drunk heroes—the dead white men—need to be
abandoned for new myths. Besides, the real
drudgery of addiction doesn’t get sublimated in
Jamison’s writing—she uses her literary power for
such vivid descriptions as “drinking as seepage
toward death.”

As Jamison grapples with her own recovery,
she worries that accepting sobriety means
accepting trite banalities. What readers discover in
The Recovering instead is that story takes flight
with sobriety—that’s when the discoveries
happen. They are sometimes simple, but always
beautiful, helped along by the precise, poetic
writing. The examples are boundless, and are
reiterated enough times to drive home the logic.
Yet, they are so well-written, really, that it’s hard to
tire of the them, like, “when I asked my own diary,
drunk, Am I an alcoholic? I was trying to answer a
question about desire: When does ordinary craving
become pathology? Now I think: When it becomes
tyrannical enough to summon shame. When it
stops constituting the self, and begins to construe
a lack.”

All that being said—readers must be invested in
the topic to make it through some of the more staid
explications of the lives and addictions of history’s
creatives. In some longer, deep dives into the
stories of artists I had only a passing familiarity
with beforehand, I found myself counting the
pages until we returned to Jamison’s story—where
the connection to the material felt less academic,
the emotion more heightened. 

But Jamison’s treatment of all the material is
rigorous and true—and even hits on some
unexpected depths that connect addiction to
broader social issues. The years of work that are
evident from reading the end product—whether
that is research, or lived experience and years of
self-searching—give this book vitality. Many truths
collide to bring home the richness of some “single-
entendre truths” as Jamison puts it, and some
much more nuanced ones, too. 

Leslie Jamison discusses The Recovering this
Tuesday, April 17, at the University of New Mexico
as part of her 17-city book tour. a

BOOK REVIEW

BYMAGGIE GRIMASON

ARTS | culTuRe Shock

Dancing in the Streets
New Mexico Salsa Congress offers a wide variety of dance

experience to the city

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

A
fter five years of running the Albuquerque
Latin Dance Festival, James Foley stepped
down to relax into life outside of the

hectic business of organizing massive,
national-scale events. His new laidback
lifestyle, however, didn’t last long. After five
months, he had a realization after a
conversation with a salsa instructor visiting
from San Diego. The dancer had made an
offhand comment that the salsa scene was
dying, in a way. “What he meant by that,”
Foley explained, “was that we need to get
going. There’s not enough instruction, there’s
not enough people taking classes. It had gotten
very exclusive. … People needed to be actively
learning.” And so, the New Mexico Salsa
Congress got its start. 
A little over three years ago, the Congress

was incorporated as a nonprofit, under the
umbrella of a dance advocacy organization
called LMB Productions. It soon launched
activities with the explicit mission of exposing
more New Mexicans to Latin dance, changing
lives by offering access and education, and
celebrating the rich traditions of Latin dance
and music in all its variety as it exists in the
region. Now, the organization hosts bi-
monthly socials, dubbed Salsa en la Bodega at
a building Downtown near the Cell Theatre
loosely known as La Bodega Social Lounge
and Studio (708 First Street NW). The group
also offers occasional workshops and free
weekly classes thanks to grant funding from
the National Endowment for the Arts.
They’ve got range—the all-volunteer group
recently acquired a classic DJ set so they can
spin old school salsa on vinyl, but just the
same, they offer workshops in popular and up-
and-coming dance styles like zouk or the super
accessible bachata. 
“We really are hoping to build up the

education component of it,” Treasurer Miguel
Robledo Jr., said. “That’s been the focus of
2017 and going into 2018. We want to create
space that … provides a safe environment
where people can have a good time.” Robledo
himself came to N.M. Salsa Congress out of a
pure love of the environment the organization
aims to create, and brings his background in
business and hospitality to amp up the Friday
night socials, making them all the more
welcoming and world-class. “We sometimes
forget what the word hospitality means,”
Robledo continued. “It is to provide an
experience so that everybody has a memorable
time, so they can go back and think, ‘Oh yeah,
I was at La Bodega, and this song was 
playing.’ ” 
The Friday night socials—Salsa en La

Bodega—happen every other Friday (check

their website, newmexicosalsacongress.com or
their Facebook page @NMSalsaCongress for
specific dates), meanwhile, unprecedented free
dance classes happen every Tuesday. These run
as progressive series—you can find information
on start dates on their website. That free
education component is really almost unheard
of, but just the same, it is vital to the work the
organization is doing. “We thought it was
probably more important to do this on a more
frequent basis, multiple times a week,” Foley
said. “It’s more important to the dancers to
gain from instruction and practice instead of
just popping up twice a year for some grandiose
event.” 
And the lessons teach more than just how

to move your feet. “There’s a lot of focus on
rhythm and musicality,” Foley continued.
“We’re teaching people how to listen to the
music—how to find the one, the two, how to
listen to the congas, the cowbell. Eight counts,
two measures. It’s so neat to be teaching
musicality. I didn’t get that a lot when I was
coming up.” 
That coming up phase for Foley began in

Santa Fe years ago. He affectionately described
an old roommate who was a dance
instructor—“I saw tango and salsa in our living
room, and I realized, oh, this is what I want to
do,” he recalled. It was the Latin rhythms that
caught his attention, which was then held by
the myriad other benefits that came with
dancing. “You’re really connecting with people
and that’s important. It’s not important to
dance fancy or pull out all the stops—it’s the

connection you have with your peers and your
dance partner.” 
That laidback, welcoming attitude has

done a lot of New Mexico Salsa Congress. The
organization is evermore successful in their
efforts to bring the joy of dance to more
people. Part of those efforts include bringing
the benefits of dancing—the physical and
cerebral exercise of it—to even more people
by developing dance programming for the
elderly, the blind and people diagnosed with
degenerative disease like Alzheimer’s. “It’s
really recognized for keeping us sharp in later
ages,” Foley said.
All around—it’s a horizon-broadening

exercise that offers all sorts of benefits. “If
you’re taking lessons, you’re working on
bettering yourself,” Robledo said. And that’s
unequivocally true, plus, dropping in for a
social or a class means you can enjoy “the
visual sport of it, the socializing, the
camaraderie, the hospitality, the food and the
drink,” Foley said. “Our content has been
really rich, and it’s going to keep improving.”
Newbies and veteran dancers alike benefit

from connecting with the organization and the
breadth of the programming they have already
set and are always developing. Stay connected
with the opportunities like the upcoming
Bacha-Zouk workshop with Erika Paloma
Lopez and Kelvin Rico-Pineda that runs April
20 through 22 by visiting the organization on
the web at newmexicosalsacongress.com, on
Facebook (@NMSalsaCongress) and on
Instagram (@labodegadancestudio).  a

New Mexico Salsa Congress offers opportunities for social dance as well opportunities to learn
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ARTS | InTeRvIew

Internet Famous
Artist Gina Beavers renders social media

as high art 

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

N
ew York City-based artist Gina Beavers
approaches social media a little bit differently
than many of us—she sees art as she scrolls

through her Instagram feed. In recent years, she
has explored imagery culled from the internet
and rendered in realistic acrylic paint, providing
us with a different eye on ourselves and the ways
in which we express ourselves, even in the most
casual forums. Beavers explained some of her
inspirations to us, and will elaborate on them
further in a lecture at the Albuquerque Museum
(2000 Mountain Rd. NW) on Thursday, April
19, at 7pm. 

Alibi: Where does your interest in things like

social media, food and makeup spring from?

Beavers: My work used to be a lot different before
I got a smartphone in 2010! I would see things in
the world and paint them! Post-smartphone my
attention and observation seemed to go into my
phone, into looking at and participating in social
media apps, and all of the things that would arise
there. One of the first things I noticed [was] a lot
of people’s photos of their meals at restaurants or
meals they had cooked … I also became
fascinated with tutorials, specifically makeup
tutorials. The makeup artists used such similar
tools to painters, it almost appeared when I used
these images as sources, that the painting was
drawing and painting itself. … Historically,
painters have drawn inspiration from their world,
for me it’s just that a lot of my world is virtual. 

Are there any explicit ideas you’re working

with in your paintings on makeup? 

My initial idea was that the painting appeared to
be drawing and painting itself as it was looking at
the viewer, at the same time it was attempting to
make itself appealing. I find the frame-by-frame
steps, enabled by collage apps, to also lend an
element of animation to these images. The
materials and the framing make the finished
pieces hyper-real.

How do you go about selecting images to

paint? 

I screenshot and save thousands of images; I have
something like 14 thousand images on my
phone. I then go through and sort the ones I’m
most interested in making into paintings into
folders based on themes. For an image to draw
me, it has to have formal, compositional
elements as well as some sort of cultural or
narrative note that interests me.

Do you have any hopes of what people

might understand about their own social

media lives by exploring your work? 

I have a real appreciation for the “outsider” artist
element of the photos people take or compose in
social media. I am continually impressed by
compositions of users’ meals, which appear to be
influenced, very intuitively, by still-life painting

and food advertising, so I guess in a way I’m
thinking, you may not recognize these creative
impulses as art, but I think they are.

What have you learned in the process of

transposing these images into paintings?

It is challenging, translating angles and trying to
understand forms. The depth of certain elements
in the background of images has taught me a lot
about seeing. I think I have learned that I enjoy
setting up problems to solve, that it isn’t enough
for me to simply render a photo realistically, that
I have to build up the acrylic deeply in order to
interfere with the rendering of something too
realistically.

How do you feel about Instagram and other

similar social media? Are these works

meant to be a reflection, a critique,

something else?

I think for a lot of people social media is kind of
like the weather. We don’t have a lot of control
of it, it just is. It gives and it takes away. There’s
no doubt that it has connected people in ways
that are great and productive, allowing people to
find communities and organize activism, it can
also be a huge distraction. As an artist, with an
interest of making things that exist in the world,
I have to limit my exposure in order to get things
done! … I approach looking at images there
pretty distantly, more as a neutral
documentarian, and I come down on the side of
seeing social media as an incredibly useful,
democratic tool in a lot of ways. It certainly helps
artists and galleries that are not in New York or
Los Angeles or other big art capitals around the
world get attention for their work and projects.

What topics do you expect to broach in your

lecture in Albuquerque?

I will talk about my journey as an artist, both the
path of my work and making my life as an artist,
as well as discussing influences, some of which
will come from the Albuquerque Museum
collection! a
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Earn as much as $365 this month & $120 this week!
Donate life saving plasma. 

You have the power to save lives!
Schedule an appointment at biotestplasma.com

We guarantee the best donor 
fees in our marketing area!

BRING IN THIS COUPON 

FOR AN EXTRA 

$10 BONUS!

036WA

New donors only. Not valid in conjunction 
with any other referral fees or bonuses.

Open 7 days a week! 
Biotest Plasma Center

(505) 424-6250

Gina Beavers examines the way we look at, and
present, the world and ourselves
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THURSDAY APRIL 12
WORDS
JUAN TABO PUBLIC LIBRARY Writing Short Poetry. Try different
kinds of short poetry, from the one-line monostitch to the haiku
to the sevenling. 3407 Juan Tabo Blvd NE. 1:30-2:30pm.
291-6260. alibi.com/v/5mwu.

ART
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Night of the Arts: Desert
Divinity. An opening reception for a beautiful collaboration of
artists as well as live music from Son of Hweeldi, a screening
of Loving Vincent and an appearance from Mayor Tim Keller.
1025 Broadway Blvd SE. 5-8pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/5mcc.

STAGE
GUILD CINEMA Experiments in Cinema v13.6: The Black Material
Edition. In addition to film screenings, the event offers live projec-
tion performance, a panel discussion, hands-on workshops, and
a showcase of films by New Mexico youth. 3405 Central Ave
NE. $8-$10. 2:30-10pm. 13+. 916-1635. alibi.com/v/5m2v.

POPEJOY HALL The Book of Mormon. The musical recaps the
journey of two Mormon missionaries who travel to Uganda to
preach their religion. 203 Cornell Dr NE. 7:30pm. 925-5858.
alibi.com/v/5n3o.

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY The 49th Best Sketch
Show. Blackout Theatre slings mud at many of the most bizarre
elements of modern life. 110 Gold Ave SW. 8pm. ALL-AGES!
672-8648. alibi.com/v/5m2p.

UNM’S EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE, Center for the Arts Los
Dreamers. Directed by Tiffany Nichole Greene and written by
Monica Sanchez, this tale of an odd trio navigates personal and
political borders under the constant threat of deportation. 203
Cornell Dr NE. $10-$15. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 277-4332.
alibi.com/v/5m5u.

SONG & DANCE

JOLIESSE CHOCOLATES Live Celtic Sessions. Cozy up with a
mug of Wicked, dark hot chocolate cocoa, espresso and chili,
and listen to the sounds of local Celtic musicians. 6855 Fourth
Street NW. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 369-1561. alibi.com/v/5mr2.

FRIDAY APRIL 13
ART
OT CIRCUS GALLERY Ancient Diné Abstraction by Nathan Nez.
Nathan uses different media and substrates to portray both
graphic and Diné imagery through his unique street style.
709 Central Ave NW. 5-9pm. ALL-AGES! (678) 923-2755.
alibi.com/v/5mjl. See Event Horizon.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER Black Coffee. Director Mario Cabrerahe brings
a production of Agatha Christie’s first stage play. 9813 Fourth
Street NW. $17-$20. 7:30pm. 13+. 898-9222.
alibi.com/v/5me9.

AUX DOG THEATRE Measure for Measure. Shakespeare’s most
subversive comedy presented in Duke City Noir mode. 3011
Monte Vista Blvd NE. $5-$20. 7:30pm. 13+. 596-0607.
alibi.com/v/5mro.

SONG & DANCE
ELIZABETH WATERS CENTER FOR DANCE Exposure: A Student
Choreography Showcase. An evening of dance showcasing orig-
inal choreography from graduate and undergraduate student
choreographers of the UNM dance program. 1 University Blvd
NE. $8-12. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5mer.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Norma. This opera
tells the story of the Druid priestess who sacrifices it all for love
and loyalty, despite the ultimate betrayal. 1701 Fourth Street
SW. $15-$89. 3pm. ALL-AGES! 243-0591. alibi.com/v/4v8u.

LEARN
UNM ARTS LAB Experiments in Camera: Film Making Workshop.
Participants create a single shot “Lumière/ vérité reel” and then
learn to process, print, tone and project the final result. All expe-
rience levels welcome. 9:30am-2pm. alibi.com/v/5mww. Also,
Black Material Film Making Workshop. Kevin Jerome Everson
teaches his method of fimmaking, including the processes of

Calendar | arts & lit 

16mm film making, distribution strategies, creative concepts,
methods of research and visual expression. 1601 Central Ave
NE. 9:30am-12:30pm. alibi.com/v/5mwv.

FILM
ST. ANDREW PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Summer Film Previews

at ABQ Science Fiction Society. Devin O’Leary, the Weekly Alibi’s
film reviewer, talks and gives predictions for upcoming films and
shows film trailers. 5301 Ponderosa Ave NE. $1. 7:30-10pm.
ALL-AGES! 266-8905. alibi.com/v/5lm7.

SATURDAY APRIL 14
WORDS
ALBUQUERQUE ACADEMY Read, Recycle: Used Book Sale. Buy
used fiction, non-fiction, children’s books and more. All books
are half price on Sunday. 6400 Wyoming Blvd NE. 9am-4pm.
ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5lnv.

STAGE
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS A Story and A Song by Navarasa
Dance Theater. Style and tradition come together in this tale of
women, environment and love told with wit and dynamic interplay
of classical dance, martial art, yoga, aerial dance, theater and
live music. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. $15-$20. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
224-9808. alibi.com/v/5mha.

UNM’S EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE, Center for the Arts Planeta
Solitario. A play about two lovers trekking through the familiar
and unfamiliar territories of their relationship while seeking
adventure. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $10-$15. ALL-AGES! 277-4332.
alibi.com/v/5m5w.

VORTEX THEATRE A Streetcar Named Desire. 2900 Carlisle Blvd
NE. $15-$22. 7:30pm. 13+. See 4/13 listing.

SONG & DANCE
ELIZABETH WATERS CENTER FOR DANCE Exposure: A Student
Choreography Showcase. 1 University Blvd NE. $8-12. 7:30pm.
ALL-AGES! See 4/13 listing.

MAPLE STREET DANCE SPACE SHIFT 30:30. An evening of 30-
minute works by New Mexican dancers, that invite audiences
to immerse themselves into the creative space the artists have
been perpetually investigating. 4-5:30pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5m11. Also, An evening of 30-minute works by New
Mexico dancers, that invite audiences to immerse themselves
into the creative space the artists have been perpetually inves-
tigating. 3215 Central Ave NE. $15. 7-8:30pm. ALL-AGES!
366-4982. alibi.com/v/5m12.

MILL POND REFUGE National Water Dance: Dancing for Water

in N.M. Join over 1,500 dancers across the continent, as
they move for the movement of water. Draw attention to the
water crisis with the message of conservation. 1751 Bellamah
Ave NW. 2-2:30pm. ALL-AGES! 224-9808. alibi.com/v/5mzd.
See Event Horizon.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE The Rahim AlHaj Trio with

Sourena Sefati and Issa Malluf. Iraqi oud master and composer,
Rahim AlHaj returns to Albuquerque with masterful guest musi-
cians to perform live. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $25-$30. 7:30-9:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 268-0044. alibi.com/v/5ku7.

SUNDAY APRIL 15
SONG & DANCE
ELIZABETH WATERS CENTER FOR DANCE Exposure: A Student
Choreography Showcase. 1 University Blvd NE. $8-12. 7:30pm.
ALL-AGES! See 4/13 listing.

TIGUEX PARK Brazilian Samba Percussion Ensemble. A large
percussion ensemble with many voices coming together as one
for all levels. For beginners to advanced players and no experience
or instruments required. 1800 Mountain Rd NW. Donations
encouraged. 1-2:30pm. 13+. 585-1946. alibi.com/v/5jes.

FILM
CONGREGATION ALBERT Yom HaShoah: Holocaust

Remembrance Day. Four student-created films of Albuquerque
Holocaust survivors who shared their experiences and struggles
to survive with Congregation Albert Religious School students.
3800 Louisiana Blvd NE. 2-3:30pm. 13+. 247-0606.
alibi.com/v/5m7q.

TUESDAY APRIL 17
SONG & DANCE
COVENANT PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Mile Twelve Bluegrass.
Winners of the 2017 Momentum Award by the International
Bluegrass Music Association perform live. 9315 Candelaria Rd
NE. $10-$15. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 263-3899. alibi.com/v/5l95.

ARTS& LIT
CALENDAR

Compiled by Taylor Grabowsky and Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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FOOD | FaRmeR SpOTlighT

BY ROBIN BABB

R
eyna Banteah is farming on her own for

the first time this year. She shows all the

trepidation of a new parent when I first

meet her at the farm at Gutierrez-Hubbell

House, looking at her still-bare rows with a

furrowed brow. Her onion shoots have come

up in spades, but her other rows are either

still germinating or yet to be planted.

Knowing other farmers who have been doing

this longer than her, I can comfortably say

that this concern never really goes away—

each year after planting time you’ll fret until

you start seeing green shoots. No matter how

familiar with growing patterns you get, there’s

always room for doubt in your mind. 
Last year, Banteah was a part of the Grow

the Growers program at the Gutierrez-
Hubbell House, a cultural and historical
museum, public open space and farmland.
Grow the Growers, a Bernalillo County-
sponsored agricultural education program, is
a “multi-year farm training and business
acceleration program designed to attract new
and emerging farmers into professional food
production,” according to its page on
bernco.gov. In her year of training, Banteah
learned about all the hands-on aspects of
farming through the other farmers at
Gutierrez-Hubbell House, as well as through
GtG alumni and other farmers throughout
the South Valley. At the end of her
internship year, she decided that she wanted
to continue on to the business incubation
period. This means that she can farm on the
Bernalillo County Open Space at Gutierrez-
Hubbell House for an affordable lease and
continue to receive some of the business and
agricultural mentoring she got in her first
year. She named her farm Ts’uyya Farm, after
the Zuni word for hummingbird. It’s an apt
name, since hummingbirds are a common
pollinator and a huge part of the desert
ecosystem in New Mexico.

Banteah came to farming through a
somewhat lateral move. She’s a student of the
Sustainability Studies program at UNM, and
she’s always been particularly passionate
about sustainable agricultural practices that
have the potential to reduce our impact on
the environment. When her student debt
started stacking up, she decided to take some
time away from school to learn about
sustainable agriculture in a more hands-on
way through Grow the Growers. 

Banteah is farming about a half acre of
Gutierrez-Hubbell House’s land—which
doesn’t sound like a whole lot until you
realize that she’s farming it almost entirely by

herself. She already has rows of beets, herbs
and onions growing, with spinach, radishes,
carrots and much more on the way. She
wants to save some space for growing blue
corn, amaranth and native varieties of
beans—all crops that do well in New Mexico
because they’ve grown here for hundreds of
years. She got most of these seeds through
Native Seeds/SEARCH, an organization
based in Tucson that keeps a seed bank as
well as a conservation farm for the sole
purpose of preserving heirloom crops native
to the Southwest.

Banteah, who grew up in Zuni Pueblo
(about two and a half hours west of
Albuquerque) says, “The seeds that I have
from Zuni are ones that I want to keep
growing so I have seed stock to share with
others, and then bring them back home.” 

One bare spot in Banteah’s plot is being
saved for another very special purpose: waffle
gardening. An alternative to the typical
European method of farming in rows, “waffle
gardening” simply means farming in dug-out
squares, and it’s a traditional Zuni farming
method that, Banteah says, uses less water
and is more suited to the southern New
Mexican climate. She’s written in depth
about the benefits and history of this method
at ABQ Stew, a blog for the UNM
Sustainability Studies students. She hopes to
teach this method to some of the farming
apprentices in the Grow the Growers
program this year and, eventually, bring them
back to Zuni Pueblo to revitalize the
tradition in its home. She sees it as a
potential to create more agricultural jobs and
make the Pueblo less of a food desert than it
has been in recent generations. “In the long

term I want to bring those agricultural
practices back. It’s starting to pick up more—
I notice a lot more community gardens. But I
want more stable agricultural community
there,” Banteah says. “We don’t have a
farmers’ market back home. So that’s one of
the projects I want to work on.” 

But before she gets to establishing a new
farmers’ market, though, she needs to make it
through the market season here in
Albuquerque. She’ll be missing the first
Downtown Growers’ Market of the year, but
she plans on being there and/or at the
Railyards Market every weekend after,
depending on how much produce she has to
sell. Though she has the agricultural training
under her belt, Banteah knows that her lofty
goals for Ts’uyya Farm will only be realized if
she can be a good businesswoman as well as a
good farmer. 

As we stand out in her rows she shows me
the stickers and business cards that her
boyfriend has designed for the farm: They
both feature a logo of a hummingbird in a
deep “prickly pear purple,” as Banteah calls
it. Inside the hummingbird, the traditional
Zuni sunface symbol shines down on rolling
hills and fields of corn. It’s a beautiful image
of abundance in the desert and prosperity for
a historically isolated and poor Pueblo.
Although the soil in Zuni Pueblo—as in
most places in New Mexico—is dry and
difficult to grow in, Banteah believes that it
can be as fruitful as it once was. After she
gets a few more years of experience in the
South Valley and learns to run the business
side of a farm, I have no doubt that she will
be the best person to prove herself right.  a

Reyna Banteah of
Ts’uyya Farm

New South Valley farmer uses traditional Zuni growing methods

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BYROBIN BABB

Reasons to Shop the Downtown
Growers’ Market
The first Downtown Growers’ Market of the

year is this Saturday, 8am to noon on April
14, which also signals the beginning of prime
Albuquerque social season. If you have a kid or
a dog, this is where you go to sit in the grass
with all the other people with kids and dogs,
listen to live music and drink coffee in the
sunshine. If you have neither, it’s still great
people-watching, and, well, there’s also the
food.

The fresh produce and prepared treats at the
Growers’ Market are always enough to make me
drive down the hill and fight for a parking spot.
Everyone at the grassy little Robinson Park
(810 Copper Ave. NW) seems to be walking on
air—including the vendors—all high off the
pleasant weather and the cute crowd. Talking
with the farmers about what they’re growing in
the new season and how they like to cook it is
guaranteed to be educational, and ensures
they’ll probably remember you the next time
you come around. This year promises a few new
farms in the mix, including Chispas Farms and
Ts’uyya Farm, which is featured in this issue. 

If you’re not already a farmers’ market
convert, I’m here to lay down a few more
reasons why you should be. In the spirit of Earth
Day, a lot of these reasons have to do with how
environmentally friendly it is to buy from local
farmers and producers. Let’s get started, shall
we?

A smaller carbon footprint: Buying from local
growers naturally means your food travels less
between the farm and the market. This not only
ensures that your food is much fresher than it
possibly could be at the grocery store, it also
means that there’s less gas expended bringing
the food to you and less packaging needed to
ship it.

Supporting local growers equals supporting
locally sustainable growing practices: Although
not all of the growers at the market are certified
organic, most of them do farm according to
organic practices—they often just can’t afford
the expensive process of becoming certified,
which is pretty messed up and a whole other
story for another time. These growers are very
aware of the particular environmental problems
facing the Rio Grande Valley, and they want the
land to be farmable for generations to come—so
you know they’re going to be responsible with
it. This stewardship includes nurturing healthy
soil that won’t erode during the next big rainfall,
watering from the acequia instead of putting
further stress on the aquifers and growing
varieties of crops that require less water and
are more appropriate to the Rio Grande region.

More farmland and green space in
Albuquerque: By buying from local farmers,
you’re effectively voting with your dollars to
preserve farmland and green space in and
around the city. Each purchase helps them
support other farmers and fight for policy
changes that will protect existing farmland and
encourage the county to secure more land for
farmers—Bernalillo County has been
particularly good about providing land and even
start-up capital for farmers. 

Food security: Many farmers in the Rio
Grande Valley are actively preserving heritage
varieties of crops that grow well in the arid
Southwest—crops that have developed
resistance to native pests and diseases. When
the big GMO monocrop farms start falling to
new strains of chemical-resistant plant diseases
… well, these hardy ancient crops will likely still
be standing. a

Reyna Banteah in the greenhouse at Ts'uyya Farm UNEK FRANCIS
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FOOD | On Film

“Ugly Delicious”
David Chang challenges “authenticity” in new Netflix series

BY ROBIN BABB

A
lot of people don’t like David Chang.

The celebrity chef and owner of

Momofuku is the host of Netflix’s new

food documentary series “Ugly Delicious,”

and his on-camera personality is often

likened to that of Anthony Bordain: In a

word, abrasive. It’s true that Chang is loud

and opinionated, and that he interrupts

people constantly. Typically I can’t stand

these qualities—especially in men, and most

especially in men with enough fame to have

their own show. Perhaps the reason I

appreciate these things in Chang is because

of the things he chooses to get loud about. 
In “Ugly Delicious,” Chang and a rotating

cast of friends and expert guests travel around
the world to examine the origins and modern
permutations of different kinds of foods. The
word authenticity is used a lot here—Chang
wants to know what makes a dish authentic
and, more importantly, why we should care.
Sure, this restaurant might serve the most
authentic Cantonese food—but is it good? 

In the very first episode—Pizza—
authenticity is discussed both in terms of
authentic Neapolitan pizza and authentic
New York pizza with Mark Iacono, owner of
the critically acclaimed pizzeria Lucali in
Brooklyn, and Antonio Pace, the President
of the Associazione Verace Pizza Napoletana.
As Chang and his friend and business partner
Peter Meehan sit down to share a pie with
Iacono, Chang asks, “If we were in Naples,
would they consider this pizza?” Iacano, who’s
sporting a white t-shirt and a thick Brooklyn
accent, smirks and says “I could care less
what they consider pizza.” Pace, meanwhile,
addresses the camera straight-on in a crisp
black suit and red tie, describing all rules and
regulations that dictate, based on the quality
and origin of the ingredients and cooking
methods used, whether or not something is
“authentic” Neapolitan pizza. There is some
heavy-handed editing and music selection at
work here, all pointing to how stuffy and
reactionary Pace and his authentic
Neapolitan pizza seem in comparison to the
laid-back Iacono.

The guests that Chang brings onto the
show provide, by and large, amazing
contributions to the episode. Bringing on
Lolis Eric Elie, a black food journalist and
cookbook writer, for the Fried Chicken
episode, as well as Psyche Williams-Forson, a
professor of African American Studies at the
University of Maryland, shows that Chang is
actively seeking out underrepresented
perspectives on America’s most beloved
foods. Both guests have insightful things to
say about the ongoing stereotyping of black
people and “soul food,” as well as the hip,

millennial fried chicken joints being opened
by white people across the country and
marketed as “tributes” to the original
Southern fried chicken joints they
supposedly frequented as kids. Conversely, he
also approaches Nick Bishop, Jr., a white man
who opened one such imitation chicken joint
in Nashville—and confronts him with, “Why
do you think this is ok?” Bishop’s answer is
unsatisfying, to say the least. 

And this isn’t the only time on the show
that Chang makes white people
uncomfortable by presenting them with their
own racism. In the episode on fried rice, he
examines the history of Americanized
Chinese food and the MSG scare in
particular. He and Ian Mosby, a food
historian, gather several people who have
complained of adverse reactions to MSG in
Chinese food together under the pretense of
a focus group. While they each speak about
the headaches and dry mouth they get from
cheap Chinese food, they’re eating the
Doritos, Pringles and other processed snacks
provided by Chang. After a while, Mosby
tells all the participants that all the snacks
they’ve been eating have MSG in them. “Do
any of you … feel anything?,” he asks.
There’s a powerful silence that falls on the
room, and several of the participants—nearly
all white-presenting people—shake their
heads. They then have a frank discussion
about the old stereotypes of Chinese food as
dirty, cheap and liable to make you sick. How
pervasive are these stereotypes today? And
how many of them extend not just to the

food, but to the people making it?
When talking or writing about the

intersection of food, race and politics it is too
easy to end on the insipid note of “food
brings us all together.” “Ugly Delicious,”
though, isn’t afraid to embrace uncertainty or
even discord, as seen in the Shrimp and
Crawfish episode. At one point, Chang is
eating homemade Vietnamese food in the
home of a family of shrimpers who proudly
identify as “Vietnamese rednecks.” As the
son of Korean immigrants speaking to the
son of Vietnamese immigrants, Chang is
shocked when the man he’s talking to
expresses concern and fear over immigrants
coming from Islamic countries. It seems
hypocritical to him, and justifiably so. After
this conversation he speaks to the camera
one-on-one, hashing out how upset he is that
he couldn’t win this guy over to the side of
supporting other immigrants. It’s not the only
time that Chang speaks to the camera as a
sort of confessional, and it’s one of the
reasons he’s so perfect in this role—he’s
comfortable with being in the spotlight, and
he’s willing to be personal and vulnerable in
the public eye. This openness, plus his
excellent sense of humor, make the show
sparkle with personality and create
something almost as addictive as trashy
reality TV. When Chang messily eats a soup
dumpling and declares, “This is like Blade
Runner food,” you not only know exactly
what he means, but you want to eat it. Like,
right now.  a

David Chang talks authenticity on “Ugly Delicious” VIA NETFLIX
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2ndtosun.com
810 Wyoming Blvd. M6

ABQ, NM 87113

(505) 856-2600

$20 Certificate
yours for $10

$10 Certificate
yours for $5

$75 Certificate
yours for $52.50

$20 Certificate
yours for $10

$10 Certificate
yours for $5

$10 Certificate
yours for $5

$8 Certificate
yours for $4

JR’s
Jerky

Company
Mon-Fri 8 am- 3pm

Saturday and Sunday we are at the 
Expo New Mexico Flea Market!

jrsjerky.com
5505 Silver Ave SE Suite B

ABQ, NM 87108

Vivid 
Dance 
Studio 

vividdancestudio.com
4615 Menaul Blvd NE 

Suite A
ABQ, NM 87110

(505) 917-4270

Self Serve 
Sexy 
Shop 

selfservetoys.com 
3904 B Central SE

ABQ, NM 87106

(505) 265-5815

Tia Betty 
Blue’s 
Cafe

tiabettyblues.com
1248 San Mateo SE

ABQ, NM 87108

(505) 268-1955

Lumen

lumenmindbodyfloat.com 

2931 Monte Vista Blvd. NE
ABQ, NM 87106

(505) 205-1475

2nd 
to 

Sun

Joseph and 
the Amazing 
Technicolor 
Dreamcoat:

 April 20-21, 27-28
Musical Theatre SW

musicaltheathersw.com
6320 Domingo Rd NE, Ste B

ABQ, NM 87108

(505) 265-9119

$22 Certificate
yours for $11

guildcinema.com
3405 Central Ave NE

ABQ, NM 

(505) 255-1848 

Oh Lucy!: 
April 5-9
Guild Cinema
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Back to Burgundy
Siblings resolve family strife over a glass of wine in a French

dramedy that goes down easy, evaporates quickly

The pressing problem is that, in today’s
market, the land is worth 100 times what the cash
value of producing wine on it is. Sell off the
whole shebang and the siblings will pocket an
easy $6 million. That sounds like a good idea to
Jean. He’s no longer connected to this place. He
left as a young man because “nothing ever
changes here.” He could use the dough. Plus, he’s
got a girlfriend and a young son over in Australia,
bugging him to get home soon. Of course if you
think Jean isn’t going to have a major change of
heart, you know nothing about movies. Even if
the three would-be vintners do decide to keep the
family estate, there’s the looming problem of the
inheritance tax, which will set them back a cool
half a million—money they don’t have.
Although Jean is champing at the bit to

return to Australia, he sticks around for a few
months, helping close out this year’s harvest and
settle the question of the estate. Despite his
various protestations against the gorgeously
shabby French setting, he advises his gung ho
sister in Zen-like, chill-dude axioms. “You like
wine, you make wine,” he tells her. 
Juliette is clearly the brains of this operation.

Though her brothers have been trained in the ins
and outs of the wine business, she’s the one with
the flawless palate and perfect nose. Her heart
and soul are planted deep in the soil, and she’s

REEL WORLD
BYDEVIN D. O’LEARY

Fade to Black
Experiments in Cinema v13.6, Albuquerque’s
world-class experimental film and video festival,
continues at the Guild Cinema and the African
American Performing Arts Center through
Saturday, April 14. This year’s festival, subtitled
“Black Materials Edition,” features a special
emphasis on the emerging experimental film scene
of Africa and the African diaspora. To that end
there will be a special “Black Material Film Making
Workshop” at the UNM Arts Lab (1601 Central
Ave. NE) on Friday, April 13. Kevin Jerome
Everson, associate professor of art at the
University of Virginia, will be there to teach his
method of filmmaking—including the processes of
16mm film making, distribution strategies, creative
concepts, methods of research and visual
expression. The workshop takes place from 9am
to 12:30pm. For more information go to
experimentsincinema.com or
finearts.unm.edu/venues/arts-lab.

In Remembrance 
Congregation Albert marks Holocaust
Remembrance Day this Sunday, April 15 with a
screening of four student-created short films in
which Holocaust survivors share their experiences
and struggles. The films were created as part of
Behind the Lens: Student Portrayals of a Troubled
World, a Holocaust education outreach program
of the Holocaust & Intolerance Museum of New
Mexico in collaboration with the Jewish
Federation of New Mexico, New Mexico Human
Rights Projects and local teachers. The screening
is part of Yom HaShoah, the Holocaust
Remembrance Day, and takes place starting at
2pm at Congregation Albert (3800 Louisiana
Blvd. NE). A public reception with students,
teachers and survivors takes place after the
screening. Admission is free. For more info go to
nmholocaustmuseum.org.

Doc on the Rocks
Una Nueva Tierra is a locally made documentary
set in the desert just outside of Albuquerque.
There, atop Pajarito Mesa, a small, off-grid
community has formed living off the “trash” that
others leave behind. On Sunday, April 15
filmmakers Jackie Munro and Jesse Fisher appear
at Albuquerque Open Space Visitor Center (6500
Coors Blvd. NW) to screen the film and to
participate in a post-film Q&A. The film starts at
2pm. Admission is free, but seating is limited. To
guarantee a seat, call 897-8831.

New Blood
On April 4 Mayor Tim Keller announced a new film
liaison at the Albuquerque Film Office. Current
Film Liaison Ann Lerner, who has served in the
position for 15 years, is retiring. Lerner was
instrumental in building the local film industry, and
worked closely with a number of high-profile
Hollywood productions—from The Avengers to
“Breaking Bad.” Alicia Keyes (not Alicia Keys the
singer-songwriter) will now take over the position.
Keyes has been producing local New Mexico film
under her production banner AJK Films for several
years (2013’s Blaze You Out, for example). Before
that, Keyes was the executive director of
worldwide acquisitions and co-productions for the
Walt Disney Company. She is currently serving on
the Governor’s Council on Film and Television for
the State of New Mexico. The city’s film liaison
promotes the use of New Mexico as a filming
location within the entertainment industry, works
to secure jobs for local film industry professionals
and serves as a catch-all “concierge” for
Hollywood productions.  a

committed to continuing what her family has
done on this land for generations. Nonetheless,
Juliette doesn’t think she’s cut out to be a boss.
When the temp workers (college kids, mostly)
picking the grapes run amok, she doesn’t have the
stones to stand up to them. 
Jérémie, meanwhile, is the sensitive one, the

emotional bridge between hotheaded Jean and
business-minded Juliette. … If only there were
some way Jean, Juliette and Jérémie could, I don’t
know, combine their various skills to run the
vineyard.
Despite the fact that rebellious Jean repeatedly

encourages his dutiful sister to break with
tradition and bottle a more adventurous type of
wine, Back to Burgundy doesn’t exactly stray from
the formula itself. Too smooth and fruity,
dismisses Jean of the old family recipe as he
pushes for something riskier and more acidic.
And yet the film’s narrative finds few real
conflicts to distract its straightforward storyline. A
few scenes after being angrily attacked for missing
his mother’s funeral, Jean mentions that it
happened the same day his son was born. Conflict
resolved! In the end, the film’s final solution to all
the family’s problems is simple, easy and rather
obvious from the get-go. Few roadblocks pop up
that aren’t resolved a scene or two later.
Instead, Klapisch distracts audiences with his

sensual attention to detail. Light breezes dances
through through the twisted vines. Grapes glisten
in the dappled sunlight. A lusty, wine-soaked
end-of-harvest party explodes with music and
laughter. It makes for a hell of a travel brochure
and a perfectly pleasurable cinematic experience.
Just don’t go into it expecting something other
than perfectly palatable table wine. It may not be
complex, but the bottle is awfully pretty, and it
gets the job done.  a

Back to Burgundy
Written and directed by Cédric Klapisch

Starring Pio Marmaï, Ana Girardot, François Civil

Unrated

Opens Friday 4/13

"And now ... the snort test."

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

T
en years ago Jean left his family—and his

family’s humble yet picturesque vineyard in

Burgundy—to see the world. Now, with his

father dying, the prodigal son returns to the old

homestead where he, his sister and his brother are

primed to inherit the family business. Can they

put the past behind them, learn to trust one

another again and save the old-school vineyard in

the face of modernization and money woes?

That’s the simple set-up for French filmmaker

Cédric Klapisch’s heartfelt, lightweight and just-

short-of-twee film Back to Burgundy. 
Over the years, Klapisch has established

himself as a reliable, relatable purveyor of easy-to-
digest ensemble dramedies of the faintly exotic
and frequently romantic persuasion. When the
Cat’s Away, Family Resemblances, L’Auberge
Espagnole, Russian Dolls and Chinese Puzzle have
set the tone over the years, and Back to Burgundy
fits right alongside that art house crowd-pleasing
list.
As the film starts, scruffy but handsome Jean

(Pio Marmaï, Maestro) wanders back into the
lush green valleys of Burgundy, backpack in hand.
He reunites with no-nonsense sis Juliette (Ana
Girardot, “The Returned”) and scrappy little bro
Jérémie (François Civil, Frank). Jean’s siblings are
happy to see him, but are still a petit bit peeved he
never made it back for mom’s funeral. The
conflicting emotions are put on hold, however,
when dad promptly kicks the bucket. According
to his will, all three kids inherit the house, the
vineyard and the land on which it sits. None of
them can sell it or do anything without the
express agreement of the other two.
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A
re you one of those rare people who loved
“Downton Abbey” but wished it had more
gore? AMC has come to your rescue with

the highbrow hybrid “The Terror.” Executive
produced in grand style by movie bigwig Ridley
Scott (Alien, Blade Runner, Black Hawk Down,

Gladiator) and based on Dan Simmons’ best
selling historical horror novel from 2007, “The
Terror” is prestige binge-watching at its best.
Simmons’ novel was based on the real-life

story of the Royal Navy’s polar exploration ships
HMS Erebus and HMS Terror. In 1854 Captain
Sir John Franklin led an expedition to locate the
mythical “Northwest Passage.” As a particularly
harsh winter hit North America, Franklin and
his crew of 129 men vanished without a trace.
Simmons’ novel speculates—not without a
certain dose of historical evidence—what
happened to the crews of the two ships after
they became icebound in the Canadian Arctic. 
The show’s stellar cast starts with Ciarán

Hinds (best known as Julius Caesar in HBO’s
“Rome”) as Captain Franklin and Jared Harris
(Lane Pryce on AMC’s “Mad Men”) as his
second-in-command, Captain Francis Crozier.
Franklin is the more adventurous (we might say
foolhardy) of the two, while Crozier is the more
cautious. It’s Crozier who recommends turning
back when winter bears down on the
expedition. But Franklin is determined to do the
Queen’s Duty, and presses on. It’s not long before
the Terror and the Erebus are sitting on a shelf of
ice, unable to move.
With food supplies dwindling and morale

crumbling, the Captains debate various ways to
escape. As a historical tale of survival, “The
Terror” is gripping and down-to-earth. Some
grim cinematography and the occasional,
judicious use of CGI conjure up the dark and

frozen atmosphere of the Arctic with deadly
precision. But there’s more than just frostbite
and starvation preparing to take out these
sailors. A haunting sequence in which a sailor
braves the frozen sea to break a chunk of ice
from the ship’s propeller is heavy with dread and
hints at a dangerous world that wants nothing
more than the quick and violent death of these
intruding humans.
The story tips its hand toward the

supernatural soon enough, when one of the
expeditions looking for a way out of the ice field
is attacked by what could be a polar bear. A very
big polar bear. An impossibly big polar bear, in
fact. In fear for their lives, the panicked sailors
accidentally shoot a wandering Inuit shaman.
Dragging the elderly shaman back to the ships,
they try to save his life. But the doctor refuses to
operate on a “savage.” When the old man
expires, his daughter grows gravely concerned,
knowing that he was the only one who could
control “Tuunbaq.” Now the sailors have
another problem to deal with, a bloodthirsty
native demon who wants to munch on their
internal organs.
“The Terror” has its fair share of monsters

and gore, but the mysterious creature stalking
our cast of Brits is actually only a small part of
the horror laying in wait. Demon or no demon,
these men are in deep doo-doo. Will it be the
elements, the monster or their own dark natures
that drags them down? Don’t expect thrills on
the level of John Carpenter’s The Thing. On the
other hand, don’t expect history lessons on par
with “Master and Commander.” At 10 perfectly
paced episodes, “The Terror” is a judicious
balance of white-knuckle survival horror and
classic historical drama. a

“The Terror” airs Mondays at 7pm on AMC

TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX By DEVIN D. O’LEary

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

“In Principle” (KNME-5 8:30pm)
Washington Post columnist Michael
Gerson and political commentator Amy
Holmes “probe the framework of
today’s news and political
conversations, examining how history,
faith and culture influence the larger
discussions taking place in the
country.” Both Gerson and Holmes
come from “politically conservative”
backgrounds. (Holmes used to be an
anchor for Glenn Beck’s TheBlaze TV,
and Gerson was George W. Bush’s
speechwriter.) Interesting turn for the
commie tree-huggers at PBS. 

“Wyatt Cynac’s Problem Areas” (HBO
9:30pm) In this documentary-style
comedy, former “Daily Show” wit Wyatt
Cynac travels the country examining
“social and cultural problems facing
America.” Unlike Gerson and Holmes,
he’s not all that conservative.

SATURDAY 14

Elvis Presley: The Searcher (HBO 6pm)
This two-part musical documentary
looks into Elvis’ early life in Mississippi,
culminating in his chance to work with
the legendary Sam Phillips at Sun
Records.

SUNDAY 15

“The 53rd Annual Academy of Country
Music Awards” (KRQE-13 7pm) Reba
McEntire, famed spokesperson for
Kentucky Fried Chicken, hosts.

“Worst Cooks in America: Celebrity
Edition” (Food Network 7pm)
Personally speaking, I’ve always
wondered who is more culinarily

challenged: third-string Jackson
family sibling La Toya Jackson or
the kid who plays Luke Dunphy on
“Modern Family.” Guess I’ll finally
find out.

MONDAY 16

“It Was Him: The Many Murders of
Ed Edwards” (Spike/Paramount
7pm)Wayne Wolf Jr. discovers
that his dead grandfather was the
serial killer Edward Wayne
Edwards. With the help of retired
detective John Cameron, he now
tries to pin gramps to the Zodiac
killings and the murder of
JonBenet Ramsay. Because if
you’re gonna be related to a
murderer, he might as well be a
really good one.

TUESDAY 17

“Last Outpost” (Discovery 8pm)
Backcountry bodgers Clint
Greathouse and Todd Anderson
build one-of-a-kind, off-the-grid
survival machines using recycled
parts. Turning an old military
aircraft into a monster towing
vehicle? Converting a school bus
into a sawmill? Yeah, just another
day in Alaska.

WEDNESDAY 18

“The Wine Show” (Ovation 8pm)
Actors/pals Matthew Goode
(“Downton Abbey”) and Matthew
Rhys (“The Americans”) land a
cushy day job with this travel show
about vino. a

THURSDAY 12

“Ex on the Beach” (MTV 11:01pm)
Nothing beats the manufactured
melodrama of a bikini-clad dating
show featuring “surprise”
appearances by ex-lovers … except
maybe that exact thing, but stocked
full of prepackaged reality show
“stars” from “The Bachelorette,” “Big
Brother,” “Bachelor in Paradise,”
“Vanderpump Rules” and “Bad Girls
Club.”

FRIDAY 13

“Lost in Space” (Netflix streaming
anytime) The hyper-campy ’60s TV
show gets rebooted as a serious,
survival-based sci-fi series. Old school
indie film muse Parker Posey takes
over for Jonathan Harris as the sneaky
Dr. Smith.

“Rellik” (Cinemax 8pm) Like your
British crime dramas dark and nasty?
Check out this BBC-made procedural
about the hunt for a serial killer who
goes after his victims with acid. The
narrative is told Memento-style in
reverse order, starting with the
suspected killer’s death and working
backward (hence, the tricky title). 

That Sinking Feeling
“The Terror” on AMC
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some other oversized monsters and destroys stuff. 107
minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 4/12 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Sgt. Stubby: An American Hero
This cheaply animated, French-Canadian family film is
(loosely, let’s go with loosely) based on the true story
of Sergeant Stubby, a stray Boston Terrier who became
the mascot of the 102nd Infantry Regiment, tagged
along to the trenches of World War I and became a
hero, saving troops from an incoming mustard gas at-
tack. Mustard gas attacks are a pretty weird topic for a
kiddy cartoon, but here we are. Logan Lerman (The
Perks of Being a Wallflower), Helena Bonham Carter
(The Wings of the Dove) and Gérard Depardieu (Jean
de Florette) are among the kid-friendly(?) voice cast.
85 minutes. PG. (Opens Thursday 4/12 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Truth or Dare
A group of young people (Lucy Hale, Tyler Posey, Violett
Beane among them) get caught up in a seemingly
harmless game of Truth or Dare—only to find that
someone, or something, is punishing those who refuse
to tell a lie or refuse the dare. A dose of PG-13 super-
natural horror for the teens from the studio that gave
us the Insidious, Paranormal Activity and Sinister fran-
chises. 100 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 4/12 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque
12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Where is Kyra?
In Brooklyn a terminally unemployed woman (Michelle
Pfeiffer) who has been struggling to survive on her ail-
ing mother’s assistance checks becomes unmoored
when mom passes away. She applies for one dead-end
job after another and tries to lift her sprits by engaging
in a tentative romance with her equally broke neighbor
(Kiefer Sutherland). With no other recourse, she makes
a questionably moral decision. If that sounds depress-
ing, it is. This incredibly dark film (both literally and fig-
uratively) comes from downbeat indie filmmaker
Andrew Dosunmu (Mother of George, Restless City).
98 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 4/13 at High
Ridge)

STILL PLAYING

Baaghi 2
Tiger Shroff returns as tough but sensitive rebel “Ronny

OPENING THIS WEEK

Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy
In this cult comedy from 2004, a studly, self-absorbed
’70s newscaster (Will Ferrell) suddenly finds himself
saddled with a female co-anchor (Christina Apple-
gate). On the one hand, he’s paranoid that he’s being
replaced. On the other hand, he’s warm for her form.
What’s a man’s man to do? 91 minutes. R. (Wednes-
day 4/18 at Flix Brewhouse)

Back to Burgundy
Reviewed this issue. 113 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 4/13 at High Ridge)

Back to the Future
The ’80s were epitomized in this glossy sci-fi comedy
in which a young Michael J. Fox travels back in time
and meets his high school-aged parents. It still holds
up as a solid piece of popcorn entertainment. 116
minutes. PG. (Sunday 4/15 at Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque)

Backpack Full of Cash
Narrated by Matt Damon (whose mom is a teacher),
this feature-length documentary explores the growing
trend toward privatization of public schools. Filmed in
Philadelphia, New Orleans, Nashville and other cities,
the film casts a cautionary eye on corporate-driven ed-
ucation. 93 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Sunday 4/15 at
Guild Cinema)

Beirut
Jon Hamm (“Mad Men”) and Rosamund Pike (Gone
Girl) headline this spy thriller about a former US diplo-
mat roped into negotiating for the life of a former
friend in the midst of a civil war in Lebanon. Brad An-
derson (The Machinist, Transsiberian) directs, Tony
Gilroy (Michael Clayton, Rogue One: A Star Wars Story)
writes. Set in the ’80s, it’s admirably old school, but
the formulaic plot makes it a mostly forgettable outing
109 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 4/12 at Century Rio)

Big Fish & Begonia
In this epic Chinese animated fable (something of a
rarity compared to Japan), a mystical, ocean-dwelling
girl is granted the ability to transform into a dolphin
and explore the human world. Trapped in a whirlpool,
she is rescued by a human boy. Moved by his kindness
and sacrifice, she resolves to give him life again—but it
comes at a price. In Mandarin with English subtitles.
105 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 4/12 at Cen-
tury Rio)

Do You Wonder Who Fired the Gun?
Described as a meditation on conscience and respon-
sibility wrapped in a documentary examination of race
in the American South, this painfully personal film is
the work of Travis Wilkerson. Wilkerson explores our
country’s history of racism while digging into the family
legend that his great-grandfather murdered a black
man in 1946 and got away with it. 90 minutes. Un-
rated. (Opens Sunday 4/15 at Guild Cinema)

Finding Your Feet
On the eve of retirement, a judgmental snob discovers
her husband has been having an affair with her best
friend and is forced to go live with her bohemian sister
on an inner city council estate. (That’s British for public
housing.) There, she gets roped into a dance class for
single seniors. Joanna Lumley (“Absolutely Fabulous”),
Imelda Staunton (Vera Drake) and Timothy Spall (Peter
Pettigrew in the Harry Potter series) are the overquali-
fied stars of this feelgood musical sitcom. 111 min-
utes. PG-13. (Opens Friday 4/13 at Century 14
Downtown)

Friday
Arriving in theaters on Monday 4/16 for some inexpli-
cable reason (are you stoned?) is this porch-centric,
weed-based comedy from 1995 starring Ice Cube and
Chris Tucker. 120 minutes. R. (Opens Monday 4/16 at
Flix Brewhouse)

Goldstone
A “Neo Western” crossed with an “Outback Noir,” this
Australian thriller follows indigenous Detective Jay
Swan (Aussie TV star Aaron Pedersen) to the titular

frontier mining outpost on a missing persons case. The
investigation soon spirals into a web of crime, corrup-
tion, land rights and human trafficking. 110 minutes.
R. (Opens Sunday 4/15 at Guild Cinema)

Half Baked
As far as modern-day stoner comedies go, this is one
of them. Dave Chappelle, Jim Breuer and Guillermo
Díaz star as a trio of idiots who conspire to sell a load
of stolen medical marijuana in order to bail a friend
(Harland Williams) out of jail after he accidentally kills
a diabetic police horse by feeding it junk food. You
need to be at least half baked in order to find this one
funny. 82 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 4/19 at Flix
Brewhouse)

Krishnarjuna Yudham
Nani (Rangasthalam, Baahubali) pulls double duty in
this action comedy about a pair of girl-chasing play-
boys, one of whom lives in a rural Indian village, one of
whom is a big rock star in Prague. But the rural Indian
dude falls in love with a girl in Prague and the rock
star falls in love with a girl from the rural Indian village.
Good thing they look identical and can pull off one of
those wacky Prince and the Pauper-type identity
switches! In Telugu with English subtitles. 150 min-
utes. Unrated. (Opens Thursday 4/12 at Century 14
Downtown, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Phoenix Wilder and the Great Elephant Ad-

venture
Elizabeth Hurley (Austin Powers: International Man of
Mystery) is the only name actor in this
Canadian/South African flick about an orphan boy
(Sam Ashe Arnold) who gets adopted by his aunt and
moves to Africa. Naturally, he gets lost while on safari
and is befriended by a bull elephant being hunted by
poachers. The boy and his elephant team up to stop
the bad guys. 87 minutes. PG. (Opens Monday 4/16
at Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Pineapple Express
Not a cuddly animated film about a magical locomo-
tive that brings children their dreams, but a 2008 Judd
Apatow film (Superbad, Knocked Up, The 40-Year-Old
Virgin)—so a penis humor-heavy, bong-percolating
comedy (the plot involves a super-strain of weed
called Pineapple Express) filled out with Apatow’s
merry band of man-boys. 111 minutes. R. (Opens
Tuesday 4/17 at Flix Brewhouse)

Rampage
Rampage, the plotless 1986 arcade game in which a
giant lizard, a giant wolf and a giant ape smash up var-
ious generic cityscapes, gets the feature film treat-
ment. Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson (who starred in
2005’s videogamer Doom) headlines as a primatolo-
gist (sure, why not?) who befriends an extraordinarily
intelligent ape who grows to giant size, meets up with

Singh,” who rescued his ex-movie star girlfriend from
evil kung fu kidnappers in the 2016 outing. This time
around he’s hired by yet another ex-lover (Disha
Patani) to rescue her kidnapped daughter. Think Taken
crossed with Rambo and you’re halfway there. In Hindi
with English subtitles. 137 minutes. Unrated. (Century
14 Downtown)

Black Panther
Prince T’Challa (Chadwick Boseman) returns to the
high-tech African nation of Wakanda to ascend its
throne in the wake of his father’s death (as seen in
Captain America: Civil War). But a usurper to the
throne (Michael B. Jordan) and a bad guy with a sonic
claw (Andy Serkis) stand in his way. Good thing our
hero’s got a vibranium-powered suit of armor to fall
back on. Ryan Coogler (Fruitvale Station, Creed) di-
rects this magnificently designed, Shakespearian-style
superhero epic. Reviewed in v27 i8. 134 minutes. PG-
13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brew-
house, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, Century 14 Downtown)

Blockers
Three teenage girls make a pact to lose their virginity
on prom night in what is essentially a reworking of
every teen sex comedy since Porky’s. However, by con-
centrating on the panicked parents (Leslie Mann, John
Cena, Ike Barinholtz) scouring the town to prevent their
daughters’ deflowering, the film finds a fresh outlet for
the raunchy outlandishness. There’s all the usual sex,
drugs and booze on display, but it’s aimed sharply at
the hypocritical (and mostly misplaced) Puritanism of
the adults in the room. 102 minutes. R. (Century Rio,
Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Chappaquiddick
Jason Clarke, Kate Mara, Clancy Brown and Olivia
Thirlby star in this budget-minded dramatization of Ted
Kennedy’s notorious involvement in a fatal 1969 car
accident that claimed the life of a young campaign
strategist. This comes across as a competent account-
ing of the incident, but director John Curran (The
Painted Veil) lacks personality. Bruce Dern makes for a
pretty creepy Joe Kennedy, however. 104 minutes. PG-
13. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Century 14
Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX)

Experiments in Cinema v.13.6
Basement Films returns for its 13th annual (more or
less) celebration of “cinematic un-dependents.” A wide
range of international, experimental films will be
screened over the course of this festival’s four-day
span. Mind-expanding films and videos from Scotland,

Phoenix Wilder and the Great Elephant Adventure
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FILM | CAPSULES

Pacific Rim Uprising
It’s been 10 years since the events of the original Pa-
cific Rim (cinematically speaking). Now it’s up to Jake
Pentecost (John Boyega from Star Wars: The Last Jedi),
son of hard-nosed hero Stacker Pentecost (Idris Elba,
who ate it in the original), to save the world with his
giant robot. Seems a mysterious (and presumably evil)
organization has reopened the Breach to the giant,
city-smashing Kaiju and has stolen a robot Jaeger of
their own. Longtime writer Stephen S. DeKnight (“Buffy
the Vampire Slayer,” “Spartacus: Blood and Sand”)
takes over for director Guillermo del Toro. 111 minutes.
PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Paul, Apostle of Christ
These days “faith-based” filmmakers have a lot more
luck with modern-day religious movies (see for exam-
ple: last week’s I Can Only Imagine). But if you’re one
of those old-fashioned Christians who prefer their reli-
gious films unabashedly Biblical, here’s a straight-up
New Testament costume drama. James Faulkner
(“Game of Thrones”) is the man, the myth, the epistle-
writer himself. Jim Caviezel (Jesus in The Passion of the
Christ) is herein demoted to Luke the Evangelist. 108
minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema)

A Quiet Place
Normally comedic actor John Krasinski (“The Office”)
directs this emotional, eerily minimalist horror thriller
(and stars in it alongside wife Emily Blunt). After the
Earth is invaded and nearly decimated by creatures
that hunt by sound, a tight-knit family is forced to live
on the run (and in total silence). When mom gets preg-
nant, the terrified parents’ (rather justified) overprotec-
tiveness is tested to the limit. 90 minutes. PG-13.
(Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque
12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Ready Player One
Ernest Cline’s retro-minded sci-fi novel comes to life
with no less than Steven Spielberg in the director’s
chair. In near future America, people spend most of
their time living in the virtual reality world of The Oasis.
But when the reclusive creator of the game dies, he
leaves behind a series of clues. The first player to solve
them will gain control of The Oasis. Now it’s up to one
impoverished teen (Tye Sheradan) and his pals to
crack it. This computer-generated Willy Wonka riff was
made by nerdy suburban white kids obsessed with
’80s films, music and video games for nerdy suburban
white kids obsessed with ’80s films, music and video
games. As such, I’m definitely catching what they’re
pitching. But even I’m forced to admit this is less a
well-reasoned story and more a checklist of groovy
pop culture references. 140 minutes. PG-13. (Century
Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Shape of Water
Mexican horror auteur Guillermo del Toro (Cronos, The
Devil’s Backbone, Hellboy, Pan’s Labyrinth) co-writes
and directs this loving update of postwar monster
movies. Sally Hawkins (Happy-Go-Lucky) stars as a
mute cleaning woman working in a top-secret govern-
ment lab, circa 1962. There, she meets a similarly
voiceless amphibian man (played by famed man-in-a-
rubber-suit actor Doug Jones). She befriends him, tries
to free him and eventually falls in love with him. This
adult-oriented, mid-century modern fairy tale about
love and xenophobia is gorgeous, timely and filled with
humid sexuality. Reviewed in v26 i51. 123 minutes. R.
(SUB Theater)

Sherlock Gnomes
I know you don’t remember, but there was, in fact, a
2011 film called Gnomeo & Juliet. It was financed by
Disney, but made through Canada’s Starz Animation. It
had songs by Elton John (old ones, but still). Ozzy Os-
bourne played a ceramic deer. This is the sequel.
Johnny Depp provides the voice for Sherlock Gnomes,
a ceramic detective hired to investigate the mysterious
disappearance of a bunch of garden gnomes. Chiwitel
Ejiofor is his sidekick, Gnome Watson. (Huh, guess they
ran out of puns.) 86 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16)

Tomb Raider
The popular video game character last embodied by
Angelina Jolie gets a reboot in this “prequel” starring
Alicia Vikander (Ex Machina, The Danish Girl). Here, the
young Lara Croft goes looking for her fortune-hunting
father after he disappears on a mysterious, trap-filled
island. Vikander is a talented actress, and the action is
far more grounded in this version—but is that what we
really want out of a Tomb Raider movie? 118 minutes.
PG-13. (Century Rio)

Tyler Perry’s Acrimony
A faithful wife (Taraji P. Henson), tired of standing by
her devious husband (Lyriq Bent), goes all Fatal Attrac-
tion when it becomes clear he has been cheating on
her. This is only writing-directing machine Tyler Perry’s
second R-rated film. 120 minutes. R. (Century Rio,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

A Wrinkle in Time
Madeleine L’Engle’s beloved junior sci-fi novel gets
adapted by the fine folks at Disney and director Ava
DuVernay (Selma). Newcomer Storm Reid stars as
Meg, a stubborn 13-year-old whose astrophysicist fa-
ther (Chris Pine) is sucked into a kind of “tesseract”
and disappears somewhere into the vast cosmos. With
the help of her brainy brother, a new schoolmate and a
trio of wise supernatural beings (played by Oprah Win-
frey, Reese Witherspoon and Mindy Kaling), our under-
age heroine embarks on a trippy quest through time
and space. It certainly looks shiny, with plenty of glitter
and sequins, but the story comes across as pedantic
and preachy when it should be filled with awe and
wonder. 109 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Serbia, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Austria, Colom-
bia, Ireland, Portugal and many other nations will be
screened at Guild Cinema (3405 Central Ave. NE) and
the African American Performing Arts Center (310 San
Pedro Dr. NE). This year features a special spotlight on
the newly emerging experimental films of Africa. But
that’s just the tip of the iceberg: Live multimedia per-
formances, interactive projections, lectures, discussion
groups and hands-on workshops also abound. For a
complete schedule of films and times, go to experi-
mentsincinema.org. Unrated. (Guild Cinema)

God’s Not Dead: A Light in the Darkness
I’m not sure evangelical Christians really need convinc-
ing that God’s not dead, but here’s “faith-based” movie
company PureFlix’s third attempt at accomplishing just
that. This time around we’ve got a pastor (actor David
A.R. White from a whole bunch of religious films) deal-
ing with a deadly fire that destroys a church located on
the campus of a fictional university. Once again “edu-
cators,” “teachers” and those secular humanist “profes-
sors” are the villains here. John Corbett, Ted McGinley
and Tatum O’Neal are among the supporting actors you
may have heard of. 105 minutes. PG. (Century Rio)

I Can Only Imagine
This drama relates the “inspiring and unknown true
story” behind the beloved, chart-topping song that I’ve
totally never heard of. If you’re a big listener of Chris-
tian rock radio, maybe you have. The “unknown” story
behind the 1999 song is that it was written by the
band MercyMe’s lead vocalist, Bart Millard, after his fa-
ther died. First time actor J. Michael Finley stars as
Bart. Dennis Quaid stars as his dad. Who dies. The film
is directed by Andrew and Jon Erwin, who gave us pre-
vious Jesus-based flicks October Baby, Woodlawn and
Moms’ Night Out. 110 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Cen-
tury 14 Downtown, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque)

Isle of Dogs
Quirky auteur Wes Anderson follows up his stop-motion
animated fable Fantastic Mr. Fox with this picture book
tale of a near future Far East in which all dogs have
been banished to an isolated island trash dump.
Mourning the loss of his beloved pet, a determined
young boy (Koyu Rankin) travels to the island to find
him. He’s aided on his quest by a ragtag team of ca-
nines (voiced by Bryan Cranston, Edward Norton, Bob
Balaban, Jeff Goldblum and Bill Murray). The design
work is meticulous, of course. And there’s a surprising
amount of heart hidden amid the film’s oddball pace
and deadpan comedy. But not everyone will appreciate
the film’s artistic flights of fancy. Reviewed in v27 i14.
101 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Down-
town, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Love, Simon
A teenager (Nick Robinson from Jurassic World) keeps
the fact that he’s gay a secret from his family and his
friends—at least until a classmate threatens to “out”
him. This is the first studio-made, teen-targeted roman-
tic comedy with a gay protagonist, and that makes it
groundbreaking on many levels. But it’s hard to tell if
this film’s cliché, Nickelodeon Channel approach to the
subject matter (courtesy of big-time TV producer Greg
Berlanti) is an example of long overdue mainstream
acceptance or proof of Hollywood’s generic attitude to-
ward teen movies. 109 minutes. PG-13. (Century Rio,
Century 14 Downtown, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

The Miracle Season
In this prefab, uplifting, “based in a true story” sporting
drama, the members of a high school girls’ volleyball
team in small town Iowa City try to cope with the sud-
den loss of their star player and team leader, Caroline
Found, in a deadly moped crash. (Spoiler alert: They
rally up and win the state championship anyway.)
Helen Hunt stars as the inspirational coach. 99 min-
utes. PG. (Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cin-
emas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
April 27 & 28 • 10:30PM

DOORPRIZES COURTESY OF

Midnig
ht

Movie

Madnes
s

PRESENTS

"Bonkers."--Dread Central      "Bloody and fun."--Film School Rejects

"The best movie where people are eaten by sculptures."--The Verve
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Thursday APR 12 7:00pm Doors

Wednesday APR 11 8:00pm Doors

Friday APR 13 8:00pm Doors

Wednesday APR 18 8:00pm Doors

Saturday APR 14 8:00pm Doors

Sunday APR 15 7:00pm Doors

Monday APR 16 7:00pm Doors

Tuesday APR 17 8:00pm Doors

Friday APR 20 7:00pm Doors

ODAWG  RJ  TRENSETTA
T.I.O.  YVORY  WASABI

THE BRONX
NO PARENTS  RUSSIAN GIRLFRIENDS

Thursday APR 19 8:00pm Doors

CONCEPTO TAMBOR  MARUJAH
DA TERRA MEIGA  SOL TEC

PHERKAD CD RELEASE SHOW
ZENOVA  MAHDOOD

SOUTHBOUND &
FEAR THOSE WITHIN CD RELEASE SHOW

NOCTAPHETAMINE
PHX AMONGST THE DEAD  FUTILITARIAN

JON STICKLEY TRIO
SILVER STRING JAZZ QUINTET

ACCEPTABLE LOSSES  EL MYRONS 
MANHIGH  PANTHER CAR  ELECTRIC SHEEP

THE PACK (A.D.)
SEE NIGHT  SHITTY AND THE TERRIBLES

THE TALKING HOURS  NIZHONI GIRLS

ADELITAS WAY
SONS OF TEXAS

STONE BROKEN  TAKING DAWN

THE RIDDIMS
THE BIG SPANK

PRISM BITCH  TESUQUE REVOLT
SHARKSUIT  DJ JETTINASTY

420 FEST

THIS
THURSDAY!!!
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MUSIC | SHOW UP!

Take the Cure
Concerts are good for what ails ye!

BY AUGUST MARCH

“D
ressed up to the eyes/ It’s a wonderful
surprise/ To see your shoes and your
spirits rise/ Throwing out your frown/

And just smiling at the sound/ And as sleek as
a shriek/ Spinning round and round/ Always
take a big bite/ It’s such a gorgeous sight/ To see
you eat in the middle of the night/ You can
never get enough/ Enough of this stuff ...
“Friday, I’m in Love,” as written by Robert “I’ll
never comb my black and tangled sexy-locks
again” Smith and performed by his like-minded
rocarol ensemble, The Cure.
Even in the pallid realm of gothdom, joy,

though necessarily elusive by nature, is indeed
possible. In a world where love hurts and makes
for realz soul-blackened sufferers out of those
who experience nearly any type of emotion,
music provides a purity of form that leads away
from the edge to a pulsating center. It could be
a womb, or the essence of all good and decent
moments distilled into pure experience. Or
maybe it’s just a comfortable, oft-visited venue
where wondrous adherents can rock out
ecstatically and still make it home in time to
binge watch “True Blood” and snuggle before
the sun returns.
And that’s that’s just the goths, yo. … I

imagine every other subculture in Albuquerque
I can think of has probably come to the same
conclusion. With that universalism of intent in
mind, here’s a week’s worth of what I
recommend, curatively speaking.

Friday
¡Ja! Just as I predicted—well actually Gustavo
Arellano should ultimately get the applause
and kudos for this latest development—Latino
musical culture has truly infiltrated hipster
culture and is now busy getting all conquistadora
on local music scenes all over the nation. I
knew something was up when I hung out with
the dudes from Chicano Batman and they
claimed to have the key to the universe hidden
amongst them. Anyway, besides that cosmic
encounter proof of this new ascendancy an be
witnessed first hand at Sister (417 Central
Ave. NW) on Friday April 13, during a dance
and concert program entitled “Borderless
Cumbia.” Burque’s Baracutanga, voted the
number one Latin music ensemble by Alibi
readers in 2018’s Best of Burque Music reader’s
poll is the featured act in this regional
showcase. Multi-national, multi-
instrumentalist Kiki Villamizar—whose work
combines traditional Columbian conceits with
subtle psychedelic flare makes an appearance,
as does Sonido Cachimbo. They’re from Juarez,
a location that has helped the band define a
sound that twists up Caribbean rhythms with
Tropicalia and Mexicano melodicism; their
album Fiesta Popular has been dancing on my
turntable at home since last summer. 9pm •
$12 to $15 • 21+.

Saturday Part I
I admit there was a certain flirtation among
members of my high school tribe (read: long-
haired jazzy freaks that eschewed hippies and
would later proclaim their affinity for punk
rock and flannel shirts) with the Doobie
Brothers. As any major dude will tell you,
involvement with Steely Dan often results in
bizzare cultural digressions and tangential
behavior. The thing was, this sorta-offshoot of
the mighty Dan—including vocalist Michael
McDonald and bassist Skunk Baxter—was
always a bit too saccharine and melodically
predictable for my tastes. But they did have
some big and decent hits, from the rock-radio
friendly “China Grove” to the cool jazz
inflected, “Minute by Minute.” See the
remaining members of the once huge ensemble
gig at Route 66 Casino’s Legends Theater
(14500 Central Ave. SW) on Saturday, April
14. These fellows have fine chops and you
oughta hear their crispy-clean and effervescent
take on pop before you sink into the big sleep.
I’m telling you, it keeps you running. 8pm •
$45 to $95 • All-ages.

Saturday Part II
I definitely think you should see and hear
Pherkad. As it so happens you have a chance
to witness this fearlessly artful, funky and
uplifting dubstep, techno and everything else
unnameable jam band—the winner of this
year’s Best of Burque Music readers’ poll in the
Experimental/Avant-garde category, ya know—
on Saturday, April 14, at the Launchpad (618
Central Ave. SW). They’ll be premiering their
latest work, Learning to Fly Again. In case you
are interested and so I dasn’t have to repeat
myself, this is what I wrote a couple of weeks

ago regarding this local treasure: “Pherkad
arrives from out of the dusky, dreamy realm
of the jam band, combining nuanced traces
of a multitude of other genres—including
jazz, rock and folk—to make a rocanrol stew
that is intriguing, tasteful and totally,
incomparably experimental. … Together
their output is authentically psychedelic,
not ‘psych,’ a good thing when listening to
the galaxy for proof of intelligent life.”
Zenova and Mahdood provide sonic
support. 9pm • $10 • 21+.

Tuesday
If you would like to hear the newest, latest
and most profoundly distrubing versions of
rocanrol currently available to audio slaves
the world around—but particularly in
Albuquerque where the weird seem to be
drawn like moths to a head-banging
flame—then truck it on over to Launchpad
(618 Central Ave. SW) Tuesday night,
April 17, for a hootenanny designed with
the eclectic, electric rocker in mind.
California’s current contribution to the
underground sound, El Myrons jam out on
a bill complemented by home run hitters
like Albuquerque’s Acceptable Losses—
whose cover of “16 Tons” crushes—and
psych-shoegaze harmony kings Panther Car
(outta Montana, where they are not dental
floss tycoons) make an appearance that is
supplemented by manhigh, the project of
the Gambino family and former Resin
Records roustabout Ray Gutierrez. Electric
Sheep, but not the Electric Sheep fronted
by Tom Morello, open this spectacular can
of rock and roll stew. 8pm • $5 • 21+. a

SONIC REDUCER
BYAUGUST MARCH

Soft Parts
Western Editorial
(Self-released)

Warning: if you are having
trouble sleeping or
concentrating during the
waking hours, then this
album probably won’t help matters. Western
Editorial challenges the listener to stay focused
amidst chaos, a strategy that we should all
practice embracing these days. That said, invoking
an idea the Radiohead made famous—everything
all of the time—or a word that Marshall McLuhan
favored when talking about media in
postmodernity—allatonceness—may prove to be
a balm of sorts before one is subjected to this
enjoyable onslaught of sounds and ideas. On one
hand, there’s the sizzling, droning intensity of
“Alf,” on the other, there is the clattering and
repeatedly, enigmatically bubbling discourse of
“Denver, Before the War.” Finally there is an
insect-like thing called “The Regent’s Old
Carapace.” Damn, where’s my copy of Amnesiac?!

NuGen Radio
Trill Hippie –
Apartment 26
(Medication 2)
(Self-released)

Smooth indie hip-hop with a
dreamy texture and druggy
rhythmics, here’s an album that will keep listeners
guessing the project’s next direction—and
ultimate destination—from track to track. There’s
precocious sampling and urgent, gangsta
declamations that segue into rocking R&B with
smooth-as-silk, Barry White-like vocalizing and
constant references to trap, as if someone on
board this boat spent the last summer listening
intently to Kendrick Lamar or Andre 3000 with ill
plans for their own conquest of space and time on
their beat-broke mind. The tunes I liked best may
not be the tunes you like best, but regardless this
album represents some solid hip-hop enterprising
from straight outta El Burque. My favorites list:
“Where da Weed At,” “Insomnia” and “BOOF.”
The closing track, “Zone,” confirms that I am in my
zone, lean or not.

12roots
The Irony of Being
The Fool
(Self-released)

There’s a fab guitar riff at
the beginning of “Now Part
2,” the opening track of a
new rocanrol album by 12roots, but it sorta gets
lost in the mix as an acerbically synthesized
second string track and achey-breaky vocals climb
over and through its clear tonality. The
songwriting is arguably decent throughout this
album, but I couldn’t help but feel frustrated with
some of the engineering decisions made by
whomever was at the console when the work was
recorded. The title track suffers from the same
sort of confusing instrumental overlays, but the
final three cuts—particularly the affecting,
almost-beautiful “Lost at 16” show this formula
can work—with some practice. Advice to young
practitioners of this genre: get that bass and
those toms working, kidz! Treble is cool, but too
much of it can kill—and not in a good way. a

Acceptable Losses COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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LONE PIÑON 
+ FRONTERA BUGALÚ 

In partnership with 516 Arts 

Northern New Mexican trio 
+ Cumbia fusion sextet

RICKY MALICHI TRIO 
WITH SPECIAL GUEST 
CHUCK REDD
Acclaimed vibraphone player 

with drum-guitar-bass trio

SAT
APR

7

THU
APR

12

7:30PM

7:30PM

ETIENNE CHARLES 
CREOLE SOUL 
Trinidadian trumpeter’s spirit 
moving Caribbean jazz quintet

at the African American Performing 

Arts Center, 310 San Pedro Dr NE

THU
APR

5
7:30PM

FREE
THU
APR 12
DOORS 9PM

DOORS 9PM

FREE
SAT
APR 14

FREE
SUN
APR 15
DOORS 4PM

DOORS 9PM

$10
FRI
APR 13

$35
SAT
APR 14
DOORS 2PM

LOWLIFE VIDS’N’VINYL
W/ CURSE & SOMNO PROFUNDANTE

BORDERLESS
CUMBIA FEST

TART AT HEART
SOUR AND BARREL-AGED BEER TASTING

LEFTOVER SOUL
SOLELY 45’S EDITION

MOONSTONE
LIFESTYLE POP-UP
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THURSDAY APRIL 12
THE BARLEY ROOM The Radiators • acoustic folk, rock, blues •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMAustin Van • country •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Greg Butera and The Gunsels • Western
swing • 6pm • FREE

DIRTY BOURBON Jason McNabb • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY Hub City Sound System • reggae, alternative •
7pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Young Bleed • Bandit Lordz • hip-hop • Mat-
Dre and Big Mike the Mack • Tru-thought • Skript-O • Dmize • horror-
core • 8pm • $10

POSH NIGHTCLUB DJ Ohm • hip-hop, EDM, hardstyle • 10pm •
21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Lone Piñon • acoustic, New
Mexican • 6pm • FREE

SAVOY WINE BAR & GRILL Cali Shaw Duo • indie, folk, Americana •
6pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER LowLife Vids’n’Vinyl • variety • DJ Caterwaul • mutant sounds •
Somso Profundante • 9pm • FREE

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK The Stray Dawgs • bluegrass,
rock, country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

ZINC WINE BAR & BISTRO Last Call • swing, jazz, soul, blues,
R&B • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

FRIDAY APRIL 13
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Tom Fenton • folk,
acoustic • 4:30pm • Chill • singer-songwriter, tropical rock, folk,
pop • 7:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMWes Williams Band •
rock, soul, variety • 5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BRIXENS Shane Wallin • singer-songwriter • 8pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE Terrance Simien and the Zydeco Experience •
zydeco • 7:30pm • $22 • 21+

FIRST TURN LOUNGE @ THE DOWNS CASINO Black Pearl •
Spanish, dance, oldies • 9pm • FREE • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Eli Del Puerto y Los Encantos • jazz • 7pm • FREE

LAUNCHPAD Concepto Tambor • Afro-Latin, Latin, world • Marujah •
Da Terra Meiga • Celtic folk, flamenco • 9pm

MARBLE BREWERY The Noms • folk rock, pop • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Le Chat Lunatique •
Gypsy jazz, swing • 7pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Isaac Aragon • blues,
rock, soul • 8pm • FREE • 21+

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Laughing Dog • metal • Sonic Vomit •
Kenaima • Giardia • Diesel Drinker • 9pm • $5 • ALL-AGES!

ROCK & BREWS Jason Gordo • folk, one man band • 8:30pm •
ALL-AGES!

SISTER Borderless Cumbia • Baracutanga • Latin, folk fusion • Kiko
Villamizar • Afro-Colombian • Sonido Cachimbo • 9pm • $12-$15 •
21+

ST. CLAIR WINERY & BISTRO The 45s • oldies • 6:30pm

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLSAndrew Martinez • variety • 5pm •
FREE • 21+

SATURDAY APRIL 14
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Ancient Bones •
classic rock, folk • 5:30pm • Weatherman Said • variety • 8:30pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

BRIXENS Sloan Armitage • acoustic, singer-songwriter, indie • 8pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE DJ Salsa • salsa • $5 • Terra Plena • Latin jazz,
salsa • 9:30pm • $7 • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Jason McNabb • country • 9pm • $5 • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Pherkad • funk, garage rock • Zenova • Mahdood •
8:30pm • $10-$15

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO The Doobie Brothers •

Calendar |MusiC

MUSIC

CALENDAR

classic rock • 8pm

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Spectrum • psychedelic, space rock • 8pm

MARBLE BREWERY Pink Freud • jazz, trance, nu-jazz, psychedelic •
8pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Cali Shaw Duo • indie,
folk, Americana • 7pm • FREE • 21+

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT DJ Soiree • Flo
Fader • JustinCredible • top 40, dance, hip-hop, Cumbia • 9:30pm •
FREE • 21+

ROCK AND BREWS ABQ Ronald Lucero • variety • 8:30pm •
ALL-AGES!

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar • 7pm

SISTER Tart at Heart 4 • 1pm • $35-$50 • Leftover Soul • vinyl dance
party • Kayote • Souliva • Hony Tawk • Boogaloo B • 9pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Still Closed For Repairs Solo • Americana,
indie, folk • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING FOUR HILLS Paul Hunton • singer-songwriter,
variety, indie, Americana • 7pm • FREE • 21+

YANNI’S AND LEMONI BAR AND GRILL Mystic Vic Blues Band •
blues • 7:30pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY APRIL 15
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Le Chat Lunatique • Gypsy jazz, swing •
4pm • FREE

ENVY @ ROUTE 66 CASINO, I-40 exit 140 Los Kumbia Band •
Latin • 7pm

LAUNCHPAD Southbound • Fear Those Within • Noctaphetamine •
Phx Amongst The Dead • Futilitarian • metal • 7pm • $8 • ALL-AGES!

MARBLE BREWERY The Mountain Dojo Benefit Concert • Cactus
Tractor • pop, disco, progressive folk • Kung Fu Opera • Wagogo •
folk, Latin, jazz, world • 3pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANDBAR BREWERY AND GRILL Mike and the Moonpies •
Southern rock • 8pm

MONDAY APRIL 16
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho New Mexico
Western Music Association • country • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Tylor Brandon •
acoustic, country • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Jon Stickley Trio • Silver String Jazz Quintet • jazz •
8pm

TUESDAY APRIL 17
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio Rancho Open Mic with
Spiral Pilots • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOMVanessa Silberman •
singer-songwriter, grunge, folk • 4pm • Open Mic with Rob Roman •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Acceptable Losses • rock, folk, indie • El Myrons •
Manhigh • Panther Car • Electric Sheep • 8pm • $5 • 21+

SUNSHINE THEATER In This Moment • metal • The Word Alive •
Ded • 7pm • 13+

WEDNESDAY APRIL 18
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB, Rio RanchoMusic with Mike •
variety • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BRIXENS Kevin Cummings Jr. • guitar • 6:30pm • FREE

DIALOGUE BREWING Encuentros Intimos • Engine • world • 7pm

HYATT REGENCY DOWNTOWN Franc Chiwiwi’s Latin Jazz Allstars •
Latin jazz • 6pm • FREE • 21+

LAUNCHPAD The Pack A.D. • See Night • Shitty and the Terribles •
garage, punk • The Talking Hours • indie rock • Nizhoni Girls • 9pm •
$5-$10 • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY The Dirty Shades • rock, soul, R&B • 6pm •
FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY HEIGHTS TAP ROOM Zink and The Oxides •
Latin, jazz, blues • 6pm • FREE • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Gleewood • folk, rock,
blues • 6pm • FREE • 21+

MYKONOS CAFÉ & TAVERNA Luvin’ Life Duo • variety • 6pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Sloan Armitage • acoustic, singer-song-
writer, indie • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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straight dope | advice from the abyss  by cecil adams

Where did two-letter postal
abbreviations come from?

Why oh why did the USPS decree a

two-letter abbreviation for states?

With three letters you can not only

have an unambiguous designation,

but one that can be recognized as the

state designated without

memorizing an arbitrary two-letter

code. Surely it isn’t saving ink. What

nefarious plot brought this plague

upon us? 

—Richard Trombley

If you feel overwhelmed by two-letter state

abbreviations, wait’ll you hear about 13-letter city

abbreviations. I pray you never have to use it,

Richard, but yes, the United States Postal Service

publishes a list of approved city-name truncations,

for those emergencies when you need to send

something to Rancho Santa Margarita, Calif., but

your address template permits only so many

spaces. 

And that's the limiting factor here: it’s not ink

the USPS is worried about but mailing-label real

estate. If need be, they figure, everything on the

bottom line of an address should fit into 28

character positions: according to Publication 28,

their addressing-standards bible, that’s 13

characters for the city, a space afterward, 2

characters for the state, two spaces (“preferred”)

between state and ZIP, and 10 characters

(including hyphen) for the ZIP+4.

This wasn’t always a concern, of course. In the

abbreviation-happy 1800s, when every James or

Robert was a Jas. or Robt., the Post Office

Department (as it was then known) just needed

some way of guessing where these people wanted

their mail to go. Until the mid-20th century, the

P.O. preferred that senders write out state names

in full, but was willing to meet the abbreviating

public halfway by providing an occasionally

updated list of suggested short forms. These were

all over the place lengthwise, from two or three

letters on up: Massachusetts was “Ms.” on the

1831 list, but had settled out at “Mass.” by 1874;

Michigan evolved from “Mic. T.” (for “Michigan

Territory”) to “Mich.” and stayed thus for 90 years.

Meanwhile, mail delivery tended to be

circuitous and inefficient, because we lacked an

orderly sorting method. A letter might be handled

by as many as 10 carriers on its voyage from

sender to recipient; one addressed to Charleston,

S.C., could well make an errant stop in Charleston,

W. Va. And the mail system became taxed by ever-

greater usage, booming along with everything else

post-WWII: between 1940 and 1965, Americans’

use of the mail grew by nearly 160 percent.

What nefarious plot was cooked up to solve this

problem? The Zone Improvement Plan, introduced

in 1963, in which geographical areas were assigned

a numeric code for easier sorting and delivery.

Along with this came the now-familiar all-caps, no-

periods state abbreviations, which were actually

rolled out twice that year. The first batch, in June,

contained lots of three- and even four-letter

entries: IDA, OKLA, MONT, etc. But by October

the postal service, looking to preserve more

character space for the new codes, published a

revised list using a consistent two letters per state.

It's been emended only once since: Under the

second 1963 scheme Nebraska was given NB,

which inspired objections—polite ones, we’ll

assume—from Canadian postal authorities fearing

potential confusion with New Brunswick. In 1969

Nebraska became NE.

ZIP codes evolved more significantly: ZIP+4

was added in 1983 to identify a particular side of

the street, or an office building; starting in ’93, 11-

digit ZIPs allowed for mail to be sorted in order of

the carrier’s route. As demanding as some may find

those two-letter abbreviations, AL, AK, and the

rest are really the least significant facet of the

Zone Improvement Plan, which transformed the

way mail was delivered in the United States.

For a deeper dive on this subject, I’ll refer you

to a 2013 report by the USPS’s Office of the

Inspector General, The Untold Story of the ZIP

Code. If that’s even a slightly punchier title than

you’d expect from an IG report, blame it on

enthusiasm: these guys, it quickly becomes

apparent, are really proud of their little mail-sorting

system and its “positive spillover effects” on the

nation as a whole. ZIP codes are nonproprietary,

we’re reminded, and so have been available for

societally beneficial use by demographers, public-

health officials, emergency workers and insurance

providers alike. (Plus schlock-TV producers—

”Beverly Hills, 90210” rates a mention in the

report’s third sentence.) As calculated by the

authors, the ZIP scheme adds about $10 billion

annually to the economy, and yet it exists only “out

of pure good will.” Seriously, you will never love

anything as much as the USPS Inspector General’s

office loves ZIP codes.

The report also suggests avenues for future

growth—notably linking ZIPs with geocoding

(latitude and longitude coordinates), to make

delivery routes yet more efficient and facilitate

better communication with people in high-risk

areas like flood or wildfire zones. “This is the

opportunity to innovate anew on an old innovation

frontier,” the IG’s office says: “This is our 1963.”

Which seems to me like kind of a weird call to arms.

I mean, innovation’s great and all, but the invention

of the ZIP isn’t exactly the first thing that year’s

remembered for.
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baked goods | cannabis Review by josHua lee

Rocky Mountain High
Avoiding bad puns in Colorado 

L
ast weekend I visited Colorado for the first
time. I didn’t exactly hear chimes when I
rolled across the state lines, but there was a

certain coppery expectation hanging in the air
as I-25 opened up on a deep green landscape
glowing with promise in the afternoon sun. The
pristine “Welcome to Colorful Colorado” sign
was framed by a scene that could easily be on
one of those postcards you find in Christian
bookstores—light glowing through a cloud,
a quote from 2 Corinthians about “the
kingdom.” (In contrast, consider the
New Mexico sign on the return trip:
riddled with bullet holes and
slouching before a plain of shrubs
and good intentions.)
Already, my mood was

improving. Back in New Mexico,
our legislators had managed to pass
over a stack of opportunities to
legalize cannabis this year.
Why? Some who opposed it
feared teenagers would get their
hands on it while others mumbled
generalities about drug addiction.
None would admit the truth: That
they haven’t personally taken the 20
minutes required to do the most minimal
amount of research into legalization’s effects on
teen use (The Washington Post reported last
December that teen use of cannabis actually
dropped in Colorado after the drug was
legalized) and opioid addiction (the day after I
got back, NPR reported that opioid use dropped
in states where cannabis is legal for medical or
recreational use and is easy to obtain). Here,
however, was a place where the people had
taken a stand and struck back against our
draconian overlords in Washington, D.C. 
The effects of legalization were immediately

obvious. Each town I passed through was packed
with dispensaries. Every one showed the tell-tale
sign of economic progress—irritating and
constant road work. Last summer, Colorado
announced they had collected $105 million in
tax revenue from cannabis sales over the 2016-
2017 fiscal year. According to Money, for the
next fiscal year, the state will be putting $15.3
million of those tax dollars toward providing
housing assistance for the homeless, $9.7 million
toward the state’s Department of Education to
hire 150 health professionals and $7.1 million
toward the Department of Human Services to
end “the use of jails for holding people who are
experiencing a mental health crisis.” Illegal
cannabis sales will be targeted with $5.9 million
of the revenues. (In case you’ve forgotten, two of
our biggest social issues in New Mexico are our
shoddy schools—last month 24/7 Wall Street
rated the state’s school systems at 49th out of 50
states—and homelessness—last year the US
Housing and Urban Development Department
found that New Mexico’s homeless rate went up
9.7 percent in 2017.)
I was doing good on time, so I decided to

stop at a shop located right off the freeway in
Pueblo. It was called Strawberry Fields (2285 N.
Interstate 25, Pueblo, Colo.), and it had the
distinction of being the first dispensary I’ve ever
seen sporting red branding instead of the

traditional green. There wasn’t a huge difference
between this dispensary and the ones I’ve been
to at home, except the prices were a little
steeper than usual and there were some tourists
with wide grins at the counter.
I ended up buying a gram of Crunchberry

(THC: 22.3-30.79%, CBD: unlisted—
$12/gram) before hopping back on the freeway
and heading north again. I was on my way to
Colorado Springs, where I’d booked an Airbnb
that was “420-friendly.”

Once I’d gotten into town, I was surprised
to find out that although it has dispensaries
seemingly on every corner, all of them
were medical only. Despite pushes from
the citizenry, they have laws against
selling recreational cannabis within city
limits. Of course, this matters little
when a short drive (10 minutes from
my room) will take you into
neighboring Manitou Springs and
its 2 dispensaries.
I kept driving past them all

day, noting the throngs of people
and waiting for a lull that would never
come. Both shops, Emerald Fields (27
Manitou Ave., Manitou Springs, Colo.)

and Maggie’s Farm (141 Manitou Ave., Manitou
Springs, Colo.) were smashed with customers.
New people were posing in front of them for
selfies each time I passed.
I finally gave up and went into Emerald

Fields when it seemed to be a little less crazy
(there were two whole parking spots available).
Here, I ended up buying the most expensive
flower of my life: Tropicanna (THC: 23.8%,
CBD: unlisted—$18/gram). After taxes, the
damn thing ended up costing me around $20.
That night I sat on a porch and lazily blew

smoke into the air—one of the quietest
moments of triumph I’ve ever experienced. The
Crunchberry was fine, but it was nothing to write
home about. The Tropicanna, on the other hand,
was like some new level of flower. I suppose the
constant flow of traffic keeps most flower from
aging before it’s purchased, because this was the
absolute stickiest and most dense bud I’ve ever
enjoyed. It was also the first time I’d ever seen a
legitimate purple phenotype. I’ve seen photos of
these beauties—images of plants topped with
purple buds so brilliant that you wonder if it’s
been ’shopped—but I’d never seen the real
thing.
I struck the flint on my lighter before I’d

even noticed. Then I got excited and ran inside
to inspect it under a light. Sure enough, streaks
of rich purple veined the bowl. I was quite
taken. So much so that I almost couldn’t bring
myself to smoke it.
I got over it, though. It was a bright Tangie

derivative that tasted sweet and citrusy. Its
powerful effects hit me with the force of a
supernova, and within a puff, I was coughing
and laughing and crying at the same time. My
mood was at an all-time high and I was feeling
no pain. “Fucking fuck this place,” I said out
loud to no one in particular.
Two days later I drove home without

speaking too much. a
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Free Will Astrology | Horoscopes by rob brezsny

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Aries statesman
Thomas Jefferson was the third President of the United
States. He wrote one of history’s most famous
documents, the Declaration of Independence. He was
an architect, violinist, inventor and linguist who spoke
numerous languages, as well as a philosopher who was
knowledgeable about mathematics, surveying and
horticulture. But his most laudable success came in
1789, when he procured the French recipe for macaroni
and cheese while living in France, and thereafter
introduced the dish into American cuisine. Just kidding!
I’m making this little joke in the hope that it will
encourage you to keep people focused on your most
important qualities, and not get distracted by less
essential parts of you.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): In the early ’90s,
Australian electrical engineer John O’Sullivan toiled on
a research project with a team of radio astronomers.
Their goal was to find exploding mini-black holes in the
distant voids of outer space. The quest failed. But in the
process of doing their experiments, they developed
technology that became a key component now used in
Wi-Fi. Your digital devices work so well in part because
his frustrating misadventure led to a happy accident.
According to my reading of your astrological omens,
Taurus, we may soon be able to make a comparable
conclusion about events in your life.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): In the fictional world
created by DC Comics, the superhero Superman has a
secret identity as a modest journalist named Clark Kent.
Or is it the other way around? Does the modest
journalist Clark Kent have a secret identity as the
superhero Superman? Only a few people realize the
two of them are the same. I suspect there is an equally
small number of allies who know who you really are
beneath your “disguises,” Gemini. But upcoming
astrological omens suggest that could change. Are you
ready to reveal more about your true selves? Would you
consider expanding the circle that is allowed to see and
appreciate your full range and depth?

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Playwright Tennessee
Williams once spent an evening trying to coax a
depressed friend out of his depression. It inspired him to
write a poem that began like this: “I want to infect you
with the tremendous excitement of living, because I
believe that you have the strength to bear it.” Now I
address you with the same message, Cancerian.
Judging from the astrological omens, I’m convinced you
currently have more strength than ever before to bear
the tremendous excitement of living. I hope this news
will encourage you to potentize your ability to welcome
and embrace the interesting puzzles that will come your
way in the weeks ahead.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Are you finished dealing with
spacious places and vast vistas and expansive
longings? I hope not. I hope you will continue to explore
big bold blooming schemes and wild free booming
dreams until at least April 25. In my astrological opinion,
you have a sacred duty to keep outstripping your
previous efforts. You have a mandate to go further,
deeper and braver as you break out of shrunken
expectations and push beyond comfortable limitations.
The unknown is still more inviting and fertile than you
can imagine.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Between December 5
and 9, 1952, London was beset with heavy fog blended
with thick smog. Visibility was low. Traffic slowed and
events were postponed. In a few places, people couldn’t
see their own feet. According to some reports, blind
people, who had a facility for moving around without
the aid of sight, assisted pedestrians in making their
way through the streets. I suspect that a
metaphorically comparable phenomenon may soon
arise in your sphere, Virgo. Qualities that might
customarily be regarded as liabilities could at least
temporarily become assets.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your allies are always
important, but in the coming weeks they will be even
more so. I suspect they will be your salvation, your
deliverance and your treasure. So why not treat them
like angels or celebrities or celebrity angels? Buy them

ice cream and concert tickets and fun surprises. Tell
them secrets about their beauty that no one has ever
expressed before. Listen to them in ways that will
awaken their dormant potentials. I bet that what you
receive in return will inspire you to be a better ally to
yourself.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): In the coming weeks, I
suspect you will be able to find what you need in places
that are seemingly devoid of what you need. You can
locate the possible in the midst of what’s apparently
impossible. I further surmise that you will summon a
rebellious resourcefulness akin to that of Scorpio writer
Albert Camus, who said, “In the midst of hate, I found
there was, within me, an invincible love. In the midst of
tears, I found there was, within me, an invincible smile.
In the midst of chaos, I found there was, within me, an
invincible calm. No matter how hard the world pushes
against me, within me, there’s something stronger—
something better, pushing right back.”

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): In 1936, Herbert
C. Brown graduated from the University of Chicago
with a bachelor’s degree in science. His girlfriend Sarah
Baylen rewarded him with the gift of a two-dollar book
about the elements boron and silicon. Both he and she
were quite poor; she couldn’t afford a more expensive
gift. Brown didn’t read the book for a while, but once he
did, he decided to make its subject the core of his own
research project. Many years later, he won the Nobel
Prize in Chemistry for his discoveries about the role of
boron in organic chemistry. And it all began with that
two-dollar book. I bring this story to your attention,
Sagittarius, because I foresee you, too, stumbling upon
a modest beginning that eventually yields breakthrough
results.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): In 20 BC, Rome’s
most famous poet was Quintus Horatius Flaccus,
known to us today as Horace. He prided himself on his
meticulous craftsmanship, and advised other writers to
be equally scrupulous. Once you compose a poem, he
declared, you should put it aside for nine years before
deciding whether to publish it. That’s the best way to
get proper perspective on its worth. Personally, I think
that’s too demanding, although I appreciate the power
that can come from marshalling so much
conscientiousness. And that brings me to a meditation
on your current state, Capricorn. From what I can tell,
you may be at risk of being too risk-averse; you could
be on the verge of waiting too long and being too
cautious. Please consider naming a not-too-distant
release date.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Luckily, you have an
inventive mind and an aptitude for experimentation.
These will be key assets as you dream up creative ways
to do the hard work ahead of you. Your labors may not
come naturally, but I bet you’ll be surprised at how
engaging they’ll become and how useful the rewards
will be. Here’s a tip on how to ensure you will cultivate
the best possible attitude: Assume that you now have
the power to change stale patterns that have
previously been resistant to change.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): May I suggest that you
get a lesson in holy gluttony from a Taurus? Or perhaps
pick up some pointers in enlightened self-interest from
a Scorpio? New potential resources are available, but
you haven’t reeled them in with sufficient alacrity.
Why? Why oh why oh why?! Maybe you should ask
yourself whether you’re asking enough. Maybe you
should give yourself permission to beam with majestic
self-confidence. Picture this: Your posture is regal; your
voice is authoritative; your sovereignty is radiant. You
have identified precisely what it is you need and want,
and you have formulated a pragmatic plan to get it. a

HOMEWORK: IN WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES DO YOU TEND

TO BE SMARTEST? WHEN DO YOU TEND TO BE

DUMBEST? TESTIFY AT FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.
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RED SPARROW, 1PM SHOWING

Red Sparrow, 1pm showing. We had the whole show

to ourselves. Row E. We didn’t talk, but I should have

said something. I would like to see you again. You have

beautiful curly hair.

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where:  on 3/15/2018.

SIDETRACK WRITER

You were writing your novel alone at the brewery on a

Saturday night. I was leaving but there was something

that made me come back to say hi. Perhaps we can write

our own romantic story together?

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

HAIKU PARA YOU

El Rió Luce

Como Lucen Tus Ojos

Agua Como Miel

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: En Mis Sueños on 3/22/2018.

FARM

Saw you at the farm castrating a bull with your delicate

hands and manicured nails. You reminded me of my ex-

wife. Interested in a non-castration meeting.

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Santa Fe.

Legal Services

CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY
$200 Payment Plans, STOP
GARNISHMENTS FAST.
Uncontested divorce from $199
505-688-0070

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby Busters
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throughout Abq, Rio Rancho,
Corrales, East Mountain, Bernalillo,
Placitas, Santa Fe and Los Lunas.
The Alibi is available at
restaurants, grocery stores, college
campuses, select retailers and
various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics, humor,
film, opinion, music, art and the
most comprehensive entertainment
guide in Nuevo Mexico. ¡Arriba!

Home Services

7 STAR SWAMP - PLUMB.
Swamp, Electric, Plumbing,
HVAC Call 505.332.8965 Mike
Bell
www.AlbuquerqueEelectricians.n
et www.SwampCoolerPro.com

Photographic Services

WEDDING & PORTRAIT
PHOTOG
www.DavidMartinezPhotography.
com

READER NOTICE: The State of
New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing requires
registration numbers for
individuals who practice
massage therapy. These
registration numbers are
included in all ads within
category 300. Advertisers in this
category are registered and
licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic massage.
Advertisers in category 300 do
not perform sexual massages.
Any concerns regarding any of
the advertisers in this category
should be directed to: Weekly
Alibi.

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Comedy

SOUTHWEST COMEDY
SHOWCASE May 25-26, at The
Outpost Theater Tickets: Mike
Salazar 505-688-3659

Notices

Announcements

w
EARTH-FIRSTERS ?? An
endangered species

needs your help. Call 505-
433-9823 to find out how you
can. Make a difference

Studies

w
MRI STUDY 12-18 y.o.
M/F for brain study. $20

per hour. 272-0769 (HRRC #
07-272).

STRESS & THE BRAIN STUDY
Seeking people 21-50 yrs. old
who have experienced
domestic violence, rape, sexual
assault, or severe physical
assault. Study involves two
appts. at UNM. Participants
receive financial
compensation. Visit
https://rebrand.ly/CASAAstudy
to see if you qualify. Call 505-
925-2335 or email
casaastudy@gmail.com for
more info. 

Cars

w
GREEN 1997 TOYOTA
COROLLA $1200 OBO

Good 1st car w/power-
windows, A/C, radio-cassette.
Super 6 Tokyo Auto Srvc 8500
Central Ave SE 505-659-

0499.

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available
at restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select retailers
and various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics,
humor, film, opinion, music, art
and the most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

READER NOTICE: The State of
New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing requires
registration numbers for
individuals who practice massage
therapy. These registration
numbers are included in all ads
within category 300. Advertisers
in this category are registered
and licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic massage.
Advertisers in category 300 do
not perform sexual massages.
Any concerns regarding any of
the advertisers in this category
should be directed to: Weekly
Alibi.

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 258

Real Estate
Office Space

EAST NOB HILL OFFICE 3
offices, reception, conference.
Includes utilities and parking
lot. Beautiful! $650. 119
Quincy NE. 620-4970.

Houses for Sale

General Real Estate

MINI-HOMESTEAD!
3bd/2bth,fenced,3ac in East
Mts,30 min from big-I, plus 2
story barn/workshop with
upstairs bedrm loft, separate
garden house with chicken-
coop and dog kennel, fenced
garden with grapes & fruit
trees, GROWERS DELIGHT!
Furnished with all appliances
and extras. Asking 120K,

Wellness

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
Headaches? Neck, shoulder or
low back pain? Therapeutic
massage can change your life.
$49 first time client. 575-
313-3703 Gwynne Ann Unruh
LMT, RMTI Lic #578 

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every

generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio
Rancho, Corrales, East
Mountain, Bernalillo, Placitas,
Santa Fe and Los Lunas. The
Alibi is available at restaurants,
grocery stores, college
campuses, select retailers and
various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics,

Body & Soul

Scott@221-9340(9-5)

READER NOTICE: The State of
New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing
requires registration numbers
for individuals who practice
massage therapy. These
registration numbers are
included in all ads within
category 300. Advertisers in this
category are registered and
licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic

massage. Advertisers in
category 300 do not perform
sexual massages. Any concerns
regarding any of the advertisers
in this category should be
directed to: Weekly Alibi.

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

humor, film, opinion, music, art
and the most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

READER NOTICE: The State of
New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing
requires registration numbers for
individuals who practice
massage therapy. These
registration numbers are
included in all ads within
category 300. Advertisers in this
category are registered and

licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic
massage. Advertisers in category
300 do not perform sexual
massages. Any concerns
regarding any of the advertisers
in this category should be
directed to: Weekly Alibi.

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!
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Across

1 Brewhouse offerings
5 Pique
11 Langley or Lackland (abbr.)
14 Billiards table material
15 Cheesemaking enzyme
16 Oolong, e.g.
17 PART 1 OF 5 of a wordplay
challenge (the answer is
spelled out in the circles)
20 “Bali ___” (“South Pacific”
song)
21 Hamton, on “Tiny Toon
Adventures”
22 Half, for openers
23 PART 2 OF 5
28 Romania’s currency
29 Six-inch or footlong
30 Hall of Fame umpire Bill
31 ___ Arbor, Michigan
32 Hiatus
34 Q followers
38 Regulation, for short
39 PART 3 OF 5
42 An eighth of octo-
43 Impulsiveness
45 “The Fountainhead” author
Rand
46 ___ “King” Cole
47 Honolulu’s island
50 Nervous twitch
52 Easter mo. in 2018
53 PART 4 OF 5
58 90∞ from north
59 New Orleans Saints
linebacker Manti ___
60 “How can ___ sure?”
61 PART 5 OF 5
67 Pie ___ mode
68 ___ the occasion (come
through)
69 Microscopic particle
70 Vancouver clock setting
(abbr.)
71 “Sophie’s Choice” novelist
William
72 Baker’s amts.

Down

1 Back, on board

2 Actress Salonga
3 Spitz relatives
4 Sauna atmosphere
5 Fleischer formerly of the
White House press room
6 Prepare to drag race
7 Lunch time, sometimes
8 Detach, as from a chain
9 Robert who stepped down
from “All Things Considered”
in January 2018
10 Dr. who focuses on the
head
11 “Confessions of ___ Idol”
(2009 VH1 series)
12 Physicist Enrico
13 Rudimentary
18 Is suitable
19 Yorke and McAn, for two
23 Adobe animation platform
being phased out by 2020
24 Designer Oscar de la ___
25 “Les MisÈrables” author
Victor
26 “Buy It Now” site
27 “Jeopardy!” creator Griffin
33 Org. for Bubba Watson

35 Cheesy lunch counter
orders
36 Not suitable
37 Part of IVF
39 Front counterpart
40 Memory unit rarely seen in
the singular form
41 Monogram ltr.
44 Cake, in Italian
restaurants
48 “Zero stars”
49 Troubled
51 “Le Freak” disco group
53 Summary
54 Counts’ counterparts
55 Have ___ (stop standing)
56 Doomed one
57 British war vessel of WWII
62 ___-80 (old Radio Shack
computer)
63 DDE’s WWII arena
64 Took the gold
65 Alley-___ (basketball
maneuver)
66 Apt. divisions
©2018 Jonesin’ Crosswords 

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

BY RYAN NORTH “Hue Knew?”—none out of the original seven.
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